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ABSTRACT

Smiley, Kevin Thomas. M.A. The University of Memphis. May 2012. Battles Between
Bikes and Businesses: Collective Strategic Action in Memphis, Tennessee. Major
Professor: Dr. Wanda Rushing.

Collective actors can take strategic actions that influence and are influenced by local
considerations of place as well as global brandings. Actors in Memphis, Tennessee have
attempted to change their city by supporting bicycling infrastructure, specifically a 1.5
mile bicycle lane installation in the center of the city. Many local business owners on the
corridor opposed the bicycle lanes because they feared it would negatively affect their
business. This research is a case study analysis of the discourse about the decision over
bicycle lanes. Implications of the installation of bicycle lanes and the discourse
surrounding it include noting the efficacy of methods employed by change makers in this
effort at social change and the thematic change created by these actions.
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1. Introduction
Cities everywhere are changing their infrastructure to become more bicyclefriendly. Car-centric culture permeates the lived city enabling unattractive drive-up strip
malls, normalizing the hour-long commute, increasing the necessity of giant asphalt
parking lots, worsening air quality, and endangering our planet. Moving forward, many
planners, government officials and local citizens look to change transportation systems
based on cars. Bicycle proponents in Memphis, Tennessee understand bicycle
infrastructure as a way of redefining their city, and not just for environmental reasons.
They believe an improved bicycle infrastructure will help cultivate a better image for
their city, an image that is currently mired in concerns about crime rates, public schools
and local government. This image change is meant to serve both local needs and global
ideals by generating more walkable, bikeable and usable neighborhoods for local
residents, and creating a culture that can attract creative-class workers and tourists to the
city.
With this study, I examine the groups of actors who make challenges to space in
the city because they are unsatisfied with their city’s branding and their local contexts.
These actors, even those who are not typically considered “power players,” take new
kinds of innovative actions that can achieve successes because they can create new public
space and new relations of power in the city. Specifically, I look at the public controversy
over the installation of bicycle lanes on a well-known thoroughfare in Memphis,
Tennessee. Two groups of actors, bicycle lane proponents and some local business
owners opposed to the bicycle lanes, contend for the right to this space. Using a new
theoretical approach in Fligstein and McAdam's (2011) work on strategic action fields, I
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am able to show how local forces rally their respective causes and how the right to define
public space unfolds.
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2. Theoretical Discussion
A central question of this thesis concerns how collective strategic action occurs.
Fligstein and McAdam (2011) write that collective strategic action is what underwrites
much human activity. These two scholars, one coming from organizational theory
(Fligstein) and the other from social movements theory (McAdam), believe that the
distinction between the two sociological subfields, not to mention other subfields,
unnecessarily reifies differences in how human activity occurs in different fields. The
authors posit that there is a more central reality governing actions by collective actors.
Fligstein and McAdam (2011) suggest that to understand collective strategic
action one must understand the strategic action fields where collective strategic actions
occurs. Strategic action fields (heretofore, SAF) are a “meso-level social order” where
collective actors vie for strategic advantage (p. 3). This is where actors carry out their
specific collective strategic actions. A SAF can be any kind of site in which advantage is
contested: from a multinational corporation to a committee supervising the Fourth of July
parade in a small town to a university’s governance structure. In each of these examples,
collective actors—such as an insurgent leadership team or an old-guard committee
coalition or a faculty senate—mobilize resources as a strategic step in moving toward
whatever their objectives may be. Within an SAF these collective actors are confronted
by other collective actors with, typically, contradictory objectives. Additionally, the
competing actors possess different amounts of power and engage in various tactics to
achieve strategic goals (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011). The importance of the SAF is that it
situates the discourse of the rival actors within a distinctive place where these actors
compete for the legitimate right to control resources. Social relationships develop among
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the actors and this interplay is how the conflict and consequences of the SAF are
generated.
One such place where an SAF can be situated is a city. Changes in a city are, in
part, the result of the efforts of movements and countermovements. To better understand
collective strategic actions it is useful to think about how cities, in addition to being SAFs
themselves, are composed of smaller, overlapping SAFs. Examples of SAFs can include a
city’s greater metropolitan area, a neighborhood, a public park, a cul-de-sac, a local food
movement or an effort to bring a professional sports franchise to the city. SAFs in a city
can be connected to one another to varying degrees and an SAF can be embedded within
a larger SAF (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011). The size of these SAFs can be quite large
with diffuse networks that do not directly interact or an SAF can be quite small, such as a
few residents living in a single cul-de-sac.
In an SAF, actors attempt “to create and maintain stable social worlds by securing
the cooperation of others,” through which they are able to reconfigure the physical and/or
symbolic space (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011 p. 7). “Strategic action is about control in a
given context” (Fligstein & McAdam 2011 p. 7); thus, the power relations of the SAF
provide a good metric by which to consider the effectiveness of a social movement.
Actors are constantly making strategic actions and interpreting other actors’ strategic
actions. In doing so, they make informed maneuvers in light of the shifts within the SAF
and attempt to improve their relative position in the SAF. The success of these actors is
largely thanks to their “social skill:” the ability to frame actions, build coalitions, raise
resources, and mobilize people to support their cause (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011).
SAFs are typically constituted by three types of actors: incumbents, challengers
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and governance units (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011). Incumbents are the actors who retain
the dominant position and are influential in their views and actions. If incumbents employ
successful strategic actions and achieve a high social skill, then the current rules and
realities of the SAF will endure. Challengers, conversely, have a marginal position
compared to the incumbents and they typically do not exert much influence on the SAF.
Governance units are the formalized authorities tasked with overseeing compliance with
the rules of the field and ensuring its efficient functioning. Governance units do not
necessarily exist in every SAF nor do they always enforce the field rules. The level of
institutional pressure provided by the governance unit can have an effect on the SAF,
whether it is to keep it highly regulated or to keep it mostly deregulated and thereby
yielding power to incumbent or challenger factions.
Challenger factions can exhibit a high level of skill in developing compelling new
frames and strategic actions to which relevant actors can identify. When they are effective
at this “collective construction/attribution of threat or opportunity,” they can create an
“episode of contention” (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011 pp. 9-10). Episodes of contention
call into question the rules of the field and the power relation therein. During an episode
of contention challenger factions must mobilize resources and take “innovative action” to
violate field rules to move forward with their agenda (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011).
Examples of innovative action can include employing new technology, organizing people
on the grassroots against the status quo or experimenting with new ways of thinking
about governance.
Another important factor in constructing social change by a challenger faction and
producing an episode of contention is an external shock (Fligstein & McAdam, 2011).
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Forces from outside the SAF, often from other SAFs, may have a profound effect on the
SAF, particularly if they share common characteristics. Put another way, a social
movement or multiple social movements can have ramifications for a different, but
related social movement. This type of shock from external forces can create a threat or
opportunity that gives an impetus for actors to act innovatively to achieve their goals. A
SAF is intricately woven in conjunction with any number of other SAFs and some of
these SAFs are located in proximate fields to the SAF in question (Fligstein & McAdam,
2011). Action in a proximate SAF can be conceptualized as a primary creator of
contention in an SAF. If the external shock comes from an SAF deemed “friendly”, it can
enhance the legitimacy and ensure stability for the challenger faction. Moreover, the
proximate SAF may share useful strategies for the challenger faction looking to change
or create a SAF. The new rules, coalitions and successful change within an SAF can be
seen as empirical evidence of the efficacy of their collective strategic actions.
Literature Review: Strategic Actions in Cities
Understanding collective strategic action as embedded in strategic action fields is
a useful framework to bring to the study of social change in cities. Evidence in the
literature about strategic action and place illustrates the degree of effectiveness of both
incumbent and challenger factions. Often incumbents can rely on traditions to continue to
reify the status quo of the field. Associating products or elements of heritage with a
specific locale mobilizes people’s sentiments for the past, stability, and tradition, often
motivating action against redefining or changing places (Gatrell and Reid, 2001;
Molotch, 2002; Molotch, 2003; Paulsen, 2004; Paulsen, 2007). Molotch, Freudenberg, &
Paulsen (2000) write about how long-held field rules, which they term “traditions,” are
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created from episodes of contention in the past when “character” is created. Their
discussion of the traditions of Santa Barbara and Ventura describe how events from
decades long past continue to have relevance in structuring the sort of actions that take
place in each city in more recent times (Molotch et al., 2000). These two cities generated
long-stable fields where incumbent factions and field rules are largely unquestioned. This
provides empirical evidence of the efficacy of incumbent factions and the field rules they
have set, while narrowing the lens in which the effectiveness of challenger factions can
be judged.
Social change advocated by challenger factions provides another viewpoint with
which to judge the roots of the change and the social competence of these movements.
Challenger factions can be motivated by the exogenous shock of dissatisfaction with their
city’s brand relative to other cities. Alkon and Traugot (2008) find that residents of a city
may want to change their city to achieve a higher position compared to other cities.
Challenger factions can be effective at employing competing “place narratives” in this
effort for their faction’s gain. Gotham (2005) shows that citizens can oppose corporate
and governmental efforts to commercialize traditions for non-local needs/desires, an
important point relevant to the agency of challenger factions in changing the rules of their
SAF. Kaufman and Kaliner (2011) find in their comparative study of New Hampshire and
Vermont that place narratives can change, as is the case with Vermont, or, conversely, that
they can be colored by place-based narratives that have not changed over long periods of
time, as happened in New Hampshire.
Studying SAFs in Memphis provides an excellent lens to examine social change
in cities today because challenger factions are contesting place narratives and attempting
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to upend long-held field rules. Madison Avenue in Midtown1 Memphis is an example of
an SAF and is the focus of this study. It was selected as the research site because of an
intense public debate that created an SAF and activated challenger and incumbent
factions over the installation of bicycle lanes on a 1.5 mile stretch of the corridor in 2011.
Before the installation of bicycle lanes, the corridor had four lanes of traffic with two
going in each direction. The plan for bicycle lanes called for a “road diet,” which would
reduce the number of motor vehicle lanes to three, subtracting one lane from each
direction and adding a shared middle turning lane in addition to the dedicated bicycle
lanes (Wagenschutz 2011). Many local business owners, whom I identify at the
incumbent faction for their long history in the place and their support of the status quo,
were dissatisfied with the plan and fought it. Bicycle lane proponents, a challenger
faction, advocated for the right to change the space. How these two factions act
strategically within the SAF and the implications beyond are the crux of this paper.

1

Midtown, referenced throughout this piece, is a section of the city in Memphis more or less in its
geographic center and contains the section of Madison Avenue in question. A summary from the
Commercial Appeal writes that “Midtown is one of Memphis’s most trendy and culturally diverse areas,
packed with locally owned restaurants, coffee houses, shops and bars” (Commercial Appeal 2012).
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3. Methodology
For this case study, I have chosen to use a content analysis approach that analyzes
materials from a number of local and national sources. The use of local sources follows
Paulsen’s (2004) call for more work on cities to include the methodology of
understanding subjective accounts of place that are created by its local actors who impute
meaning into the specific place. I also examine local reactions to extra-local exogenous
forces, such as national perceptions of Memphis, fulfilling another methodological need
cited by Paulsen that states that understanding this aspect of cities is an integral part of
any place-based study.
Materials analyzed in this thesis include media accounts from such newspapers as
the Commercial Appeal, the Memphis Flyer, the Memphis Daily News, the Memphis
Business Journal and local television stations. This also includes the comments posted
online by users of the websites associated with these media sources. I also consulted
multiple blogs. Second, I examine several websites, including: (1) pages created by actors
advocating for the bicycle lanes; (2) a website that provided information regarding three
summer public meetings; and, (3) a website that hosted a petition in favor of bicycle
lanes. Third, I consult public documents, such a memorandum from a city bicycle and
pedestrian official to the Mayor. Fourth, documents such as “white sheets” and paper
petitions are analyzed that were created by business owners opposed to bicycle lanes.
Fifth, I analyze other materials from social media sites, specifically Facebook.com, as
they served as mediums in which bicycle lane proponents advocated for their cause.
Sixth, I look at a series of magazine rankings that characterizes Memphis as a troubled
city. Seventh, I examine historical materials from city archives. These were primarily
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news articles, but also included photographs of the place and a documentary film. I have
also included photographs of the corridor from the Memphis Public Library and those I
have taken myself.
Finally, the site itself is an important part of the study, both for qualitative
observations as well as in constructing a quantitative data set of property listings on the
street that aid in developing a description of the local flavor of the street. In July 2011, I
conducted some basic descriptive research on the street by walking up and down the
corridor and recording some notes on each space. In doing so, I constructed a few
variables of interest. First, I recorded whether the building or space in question was one
of the following: a single-family residence, a house split into private apartments, an
apartment complex, a business, a non-profit facility or church, a vacant lot (i.e. grass or
overgrown parking lot), a vacant storefront/building, an industrial facility or “other”. I
included all relevant spaces on the street in question as well as a few extra properties in
the Overton Square area. Second, for the businesses, I recorded what type of business
they were in and created codes accordingly.
Third, I determined whether they are a local business (defined here as having not
more than two total locations), a regional business (having three or more locations, but
limited to the Mid-South or Tennessee area), or a global/national business (business
locations are many and not limited to any geographic area). Fourth, I split the street based
on cross-streets into four distinct sections: from Cooper to Tucker, from Tucker to
Evergreen, from Evergreen to Willett, and from Willett to Cleveland. These divisions
mimic how local organizers of public meetings about proposed plans for Madison Avenue
divided the neighborhood and these spaces are roughly equidistant (each equals
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approximately 0.4 miles). Finally, I created a variable for those who supported the bicycle
lanes and those who did not. Unfortunately, a comprehensive list of each proved elusive
and I will therefore not compute any statistics directly comparing those in support or in
opposition; however, some descriptive notes about the composition about each
individually is still of interest. However, some descriptive statistics are computed about
the businesses contained within each category. The information about business in
opposition to the bike lanes is compiled from an article in the Commercial Appeal, which
lists several businesses against in an April 2011 article (Bailey, Jr., 2011b). A blog post
from a pro-bicycle lanes group in August 2011 features the names of several businesses
that were in support (and encouraged readers to be consumers at those businesses)
(Madison Bike Lanes, 2011).
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4. Understanding Memphis
Understanding the city of Memphis requires acknowledging its vibrant history as
well as hard realities. As Rushing (2009) accurately puts it, “Memphis is a place of
innovation and tradition, poverty and power, as well as continuity and disruption” (p. 7).
The city has major problems with low levels of education attainment, high crime rates, a
lack of faith in governmental institutions, and high rates of poverty (Rushing, 2009). This
last aspect is especially salient considering the Census Bureau's findings that, among the
51 biggest metropolitan statistical areas, Memphis has the highest poverty rate (19.4%)
(Bishaw 2011; Charlier 2011). However, the city also serves as Federal Express’s world
headquarters, positioning Memphis as a transportation hub in a global network. This is
part of the dynamic and sometimes contradictory realities that make Memphis an
exciting, globally involved city, and not just a “southern backwater” as it has been
branded by others (Childers 1998 as cited in Rushing 2009). Simply put, Memphis cannot
be easily written off as a city of the downtrodden or one worth forgetting, but instead
Memphis is a vibrant city with serious complications in its social and economic fabric.
Rushing (2009) notes that no city has had such an impact on modern culture as the
city of Memphis has since Memphis served as one of the incubators of the blues and rock
and roll; yet Memphis still fights its traditions. “Ambivalence about the kind of city
Memphis ought to be now and in the future, as well as negative images from the past,
seem to haunt the city,” Rushing notes (p. 6). Memphis is a place that “confound[s]
predictions that globalization processes produce uniformity or ‘generic’ outcomes” and in
doing so allows for the new establishment of innovative city character based on the
effectiveness of movements in facing whatever task they conceptualize to fight for or
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against (Rushing, 2009 p. 21). This is all underwritten by the “love-hate relationships”
that Rushing finds many Memphians have. Individuals concerned about older, negative
conceptualizations of their city can engage with the global ideals already present in their
city by mobilizing to effect change.
Thus, Memphis is a city with a mixed reputation. Table 1 provides a summary of
national rankings from magazines and other sources that have appeared since 2007.
Rankings such as these are important for documenting both outsider and local/insider
viewpoints. Outside of Memphis these rankings brand Memphis as a place that is a haven
for violent crime, disease and economic depression. However, while outsiders may come
across just one or a few of these rankings (if at all), Memphians usually find their city's
latest poor ranking reported by local news outlets. It is not uncommon for Memphians to
discuss how poorly Memphis compares to other cities.

Table 1.
Ranking Memphis.
Ranking Name2 Ranking Number
of Cities
Ranked

Organization Who
Conducted
Rankings

Comment on Memphis

10 Worst Places
to Live [2010]

#10

10

DailyFinance.com

“Memphis has one of the
worst violent crime rates in
the country”

Best Cities for
Men [2011]

#96

100

Men's Health

(Table Continues)
2

I have included rankings from 2007 to the present. This list is not exhaustive.
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Table 1.
Ranking Memphis. (Continued)
America's Most
Miserable Cities
[2011]

#6

20

Forbes Magazine

“Violent crime was down
5% in 2009 according to the
FBI, but still is tops in the
country.”

2008 U.S.
Sustainability
Cities Rankings

#46

50

SustainLane.com

“...the city won't be getting a
Beale-street-style gold star
on the SustainLane walk of
fame...”

10 Worst Cities
for Asthma,
2011

#3

10

WebMD

“This Mississippi River
town has many asthma
sufferers singing the blues.”

Cities on the
Edge of
Greatness [2011]

#48

50

Sperling's
BestPlaces and
Edge Shave Gel

Where Our Cars
Are Killing Us
[2008]

#80

100

Men's Health
Magazine

Overall ranking worse than
every subcategory ranking.

30 Cities With
Smoking
Problems [2011]

#3

30

The Daily Beast

22.5% of Memphians are
smokers

Best Green
Places [2007]

#339

#379

Sperling's
BestPlaces

Only two of the 50 biggest
cities in population in the
U.S. rank lower than
Memphis

America's Ten
Sickest Housing
Markets [2011]

#3

10

24/7 Wall Street

“Memphis's slow economic
recovery has kept vacancy
rates high.”

Most Sedentary
Cities
[2007]

#1

20

Forbes Magazine

“...the economically
bifurcated population, lack
of transit options,
unwalkable neighborhoods
and favored Southern
cuisine are a 'deadly
formula' for the city.”
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In 2008, another magazine ranking, Bicycling Magazine, identified Memphis as
one of the three worst cities in the country for bicycling (Charlier, 2008). According to
the League of American Bicyclists, the number of Memphians who commuted to work by
bike in 2009 was just 0.02% of total commuters—only approximately 135 individuals—
which was good enough to place Memphis next to last among the United States' 70
biggest cities (League of American Bicyclists, 2010).3 Colloquially, Memphians who
rode bicycles grumbled about the general bicycling culture. When presented with the
Bicycle Magazine ranking, an owner of a local cycling shop commented, “I believe it. It's
not very user friendly for cyclists” (Charlier, 2008). Simply put, Memphis did not have a
strong—if any—bicycle culture, with nearly nonexistent bicycling infrastructure and a
population with an incredibly small number of bike commuters.

3

I computed the percentage with the 2009 population estimate for the city of Memphis only.
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5. Meeting Madison: Entertaining For More than 100 Years
Madison Avenue has long been a corridor of importance in Memphis. The portion
in question in Midtown, Memphis was first paved in 1909 exactly on the same path—
Cleveland to Cooper--that was re-paved in 2011 (Commercial Appeal, 1959). But even
before the formal paving of Madison Avenue, it was part of a trolley corridor that took
Memphians to “the country” which held exciting entertainment prospects, namely in East
End Park. Situated a few hundred yards east of McLean Avenue on the north side of
Madison Avenue, when it opened in 1889, the park was Memphis's first amusement park.
East End Park was quite the entertainment destination. A pavilion hosted vaudeville acts,
a small lake, a Ferris wheel, a beer garden, an early movie theater, a merry-go-round, a
roller coaster and later a swimming pool/ice skating rink, whose function depended on
the season (Cortese, 1970; Magnesse, 2001). It was also a place with audacious shows,
such as a faux naval battle on the 700 by 300 foot lake complete with mini-ships and
torpedoes (Magnesse, 2001). “The paradise on the end of rail line,” did not last forever,
though, and it closed in 1913, probably due to a ban on liquor sales in the state of
Tennessee that same year (Cortese, 1970). In its time, East End Park became a major
Memphis attraction, one that placed Memphis, according to a 1904 account of the park,
“...on an equal footing with New York, Chicago, and St. Louis” (Cortese, 1970).
Eventually, the land was broken up into parcels for commercial and non-commercial
development, but the area had been materially and symbolically branded as a place of
entertainment from its very beginning.
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Figure 1. East End Park. Shown here are the pavilion and the lake. This picture was taken
in 1895. (Memphis and Shelby County Room, Memphis Public Library & Information
Center 1895).

Over the next few decades, Madison continued as a busy, central place, though
without the same prominence that it held in its early days. The rail line on Madison,
which was part of a system that reached a peak of 100,000 riders a day in the early
twentieth century, ended when the tracks were removed from the street in 1947 (Bailey,
Jr., 2004; Memphis Press-Scimitar, 1948). By the 1960s, the area had become inhabited
by a largely older middle class and working class population with an increasing number
of young people. Some accounts from that time stressed that the divergent age groups
17

lived peacefully together. “...What truly sets the area apart is that the old and the new, the
nonconformist young and the Social Security recipient, the traditional merchant and the
psychedelic shop owner, blend—harmoniously,” wrote a journalist (Jaynes, 1964). As one
resident said to a journalist, “the shops in this neighborhood are getting weirder every
day—weird, weird, weird, I tell you” (Jaynes, 1964). Clearly, a shift on Madison had
begun and at its core was “weird” infrastructure that attracted a diversity of people.
If “nobody can say how, why, or when the young got interested in the area,” as is
purported in 1964, young Memphians would find a definitive reason to patronize the area
with the ascension of Overton Square (Jaynes, 1964). Announced just the day after a local
law banning liquor sales at restaurants and bars in Memphis was overturned, Overton
Square was an ambitious retail project involving several buildings on the south side of
Madison bordering Cooper. The design was intended to bring in small, primarily local
businesses to the area in order to create a feel similar to that of Ghiradelli Square in San
Francisco (WKNO, 2011). As it is directly adjacent to Madison Avenue, Overton Square
would provide an anchor for the east end of the street. The first prominent tenant and a
longtime anchor was TGI Friday's, which was the second retail location of the restaurant
and came about because the four primary investors in the project—all ages 25 and
younger—convinced the owners of TGI Friday's in Manhattan to allow them to open
another location in Memphis (Silver, 1970; WKNO, 2011). Its popularity immediately
blossomed and the Overton Square area along this portion of the Madison Avenue
corridor added dozens of shops, restaurants, and oddity stores, ranging from Godfathers,
an Italian restaurant that had in the dining room a Cadillac complete with the movie's
requisite bullet holes, to Julius Cheezer, an upscale cheese shop.
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Overton Square helped make Madison Avenue a central location in Memphis
creating an enduring commitment to the street in Midtown as a symbolic place of
entertainment and consumption. Called “a mix of the hip and the homespun,” the street
was beloved for its amalgamation of fun places to be, described by one as “Memphis'
version of Greenwich Village, Bourbon Street and Gatlinburg all rolled into one”
(Locker, 1983; WKNO, 2011). The restaurants, bars and shops also spread several blocks
down Madison, such as to the corner of Madison and Tucker where Huey's, a burger joint
that has become a part of Memphian tradition, was founded. Overton Square worked to
make Madison Avenue a hub for music and theatre. These restaurants and bars were
prolific in bringing huge numbers of customers who enjoyed listening to music and
partying hard, sometimes to the chagrin of neighbors. A young Billy Joel, fresh after
putting out his first album, Piano Man, played Lafayette's Music Room in the Square in
the early 1970s (Buser, 1984; Johnson, 1972; WKNO, 2011). Theater also flourished
including the Playhouse on the Square, a professional resident theatre, which has since
moved off Madison Avenue but is still within a few hundred yards of its original location
on the Square. The street also became host to a number of events. The city resurrected its
Christmas Parade in 1976 and routed it down Madison Avenue (almost exactly along the
corridor for the proposed bicycle lanes) and it was popular, drawing 80,000 visitors in
1985 (Commercial Appeal, 1985). The city began holding a St. Patrick's Day parade
along a similar route, which turned into a huge street party (WKNO, 2011). Simply put,
Overton Square made Madison Avenue into a very prominent local destination, one
whose symbolic character branded it as local and effervescent.
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Figure 2. Overton Square – Memphis, Tenn. Four scenes from Overton Square's heyday.
Photo credited to Don Lancaster. (Memphis and Shelby County Room, Memphis Public
Library & Information Center, Year Unknown).

Overton Square began a slow decline in the 1980s when the economic ends that
had defined the area dried up, leaving only an empty symbol. It transitioned from its early
days of wild revelry to more family-oriented activities, such as adding a small skating
rink in the late 1970s and the nearby French Quarter Hotel in 1984 in the place of a
popular music venue, Solomon Alfred's (Buser, 1984; WKNO, 2011). With a bad national
economy and new competition from a revitalized Beale Street Entertainment District in
downtown Memphis, financial difficulties plagued the local institution businesses along
Madison. Vacancies mounted to three quarters of the space in the late 1980s. It did make
a comeback and 1993 was labeled its most profitable year to date, though it had lost the
20

exciting luster of its previous days with its wild events and throngs of young people
(Risher, 1993). The biggest dagger, though, came in 2003 when the corporate
headquarters of T.G.I. Friday's in Dallas decided to close the doors of the Overton Square
location and look for a new location in downtown Memphis (Clubb, 2003). At that time,
TGI Friday’s was the longest-standing tenant and the true rock of the Square. The
Square's total space at that point was only 12% vacant, but closing Friday's doubled that
and many others followed suit and the decline accelerated. The vitality that once set
Madison Avenue apart because of Overton Square had largely vanished.
By 2009, the word “demolition” was openly floated by Overton Square’s Denver,
Colorado-based owners in favor of a new grocery store (Bailey, Jr., 2009). Heritage
organizations fought the potential demolition and it was decided that demolition would
not proceed (Bailey, Jr., 2010a). Even without a practical use of the place, the place’s
symbolic importance was significant enough that the structures were retained, vacant,
leaving the possibility for some future reclamation of the space and the street. Prominent
local real estate investors at Loeb Properties emerged in 2011 and bought the property.
Current plans are to revitalize this eastern end of Madison Avenue. In addition to the
existing building, Loeb plans to add new buildings, including, as a centerpiece, the
Hatiloo Theatre, a local black repertory theatre. The goal is for a finished product by
January 2013 (Davis, 2012; Loeb Properties, 2011). The goal of this development is to
bring people back to Overton Square, to revive old symbolic traditions, such as
entertainment, and to breathe new life into the street and the Square (Loeb Properties,
2011; WKNO, 2011). As Bob Loeb, one of the developers said in a documentary on
Overton Square, “we certainly will bring back music and events...but there's plenty of
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competition in town...we don't think Overton Square in the future will be the center of the
universe like it was in its early days, but we think it'll be the center of Midtown”
(WKNO, 2011). Pared back expectations greet Overton Square, but the financial
investment, some $32 million from Loeb Properties and the city government, appear
poised to restore vibrancy to this important landmark on Madison Avenue.

Figure 3. Relive the Past. Recreate the Future. A sign from new owner Loeb Properties
hangs from the balcony an empty Overton Square building in July 2011. (Picture taken by
author July 2011).

Finally, as will be discussed, one of the major concerns mentioned by business
owners opposed to bicycle lanes on Madison Avenue has its roots in a battle a decade
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earlier. Madison Avenue, which continues west from Cleveland Street to downtown
Memphis, was chosen as a corridor in which to install trolley tracks. These tracks now
run from Main Street downtown—where it meets a north-to-south trolley loop with
scenic views of downtown and the Mississippi River—to just past Cleveland Street. The
trolleys overlap by a few dozen feet into the area that was proposed for bicycle lanes on
Madison. The purpose of the trolley was to connect the city's medical infrastructure,
which is largely along Madison and Union Avenues, to downtown. The extensive
construction significantly affected the life of Madison Avenue and not just on the portion
of the street where it occurred. This construction closed down portions of Madison
Avenue and the construction continued past deadlines (Phillips, 2011a). Many businesses
in the area, even ones that did not directly experience trolley construction, said that their
customer base and profits fell because Madison was not an open corridor to downtown
during construction and some even stated that their businesses have never fully recovered
(Bailey Jr., 2004; Dries, 2011a; Unknown Author, 2011).
This experience of trolley lines plays a role in the discourse over bicycle lanes
because of worries about construction time and a loss of patience for “experimenting”
with their street. Businesses also expressed a general concern that bicycle lanes will not
actually increase business. A history of development on both ends of Madison Avenue—
in the east at Overton Square and the west with trolley track installation—designate the
street as one constantly in transition and as a place that fluctuated between massive
successes and troubled times. Entertainment, now a part of the symbolic mantra of
Madison Avenue, endures as a practical consideration regarding how to exist in the daily
milieu of the space and is reexamined with the installation of bicycle lanes.
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6. Burgeoning Bicycles: New Change in Memphis
Bicycling culture in Memphis saw major shifts in recent years. The changing
culture reflected new developments in the public physical landscape that served as a
symbol for the potential for systemic change. In particular, the installation of the nearly
seven mile-long Shelby Farms Greenline in 2010. That same year, Memphis City Mayor
A.C. Wharton announced his intention to bring 55 miles of bicycle lanes to oft-used
thoroughfares. These two developments demonstrated the substantial changes the city
was making to become more bicycle friendly. Both of these projects involved SAFs in
their own right and are located in close proximity to the Madison Avenue SAF that
focused on bicycle lanes. Each is deserving of consideration as a part of the crucial leadup to the onset of contention in the SAF in question. Taken together, these projects
produced successes that dramatically changed the bicycling infrastructure in Memphis.
Recognition for these efforts even garnered national attention, as the city was moved
from being one of the three worst cities for bicycling infrastructure according to
Bicycling Magazine in 2008 and 2010 to gaining the status of “honorable mention” in
2011 (Bailey, Jr., 2011a).
Beginning with efforts in 2003, a small group of bicycling advocates—their
meetings never included more than a dozen individuals—began to pursue the possibility
of a “rails-to-trails” project on a 13.5 mile stretch of a railroad from Memphis suburbs to
the middle of the city. The railroad had been abandoned by the CSX Corporation in 2002.
Federal laws allow for the “abandoning” of railroads in which the owner of the railroad
can let it lie “fallow,” in effect leaving the tracks in place for potential future usage while
also requiring no upkeep on the property (Rodrigue, Comtois, & Slack, 2009). Moreover,
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this cost-saving measure for railroad companies does not require them to sell the
property—though they must negotiate in “good faith.” This particular bargaining chip
dealt a serious setback to what was then called the “Greater Memphis Greenline” (GMG).
Efforts stalled in 2005 when discussions between the GMG, who had initiated the
involvement of city and county government negotiators, failed to reach a reasonable
discourse. CSX's asking price for the property was $17 million, while a state of
Tennessee appraisal had it priced at $2.4 million dollars (Phillips, 2010).
The results of this setback had three implications for this SAF and proximate
SAFs that would follow, such as Madison Avenue. First, local government, especially the
City of Memphis government, did not follow up on trying to obtain public funds to pay
for the greenway project. This leads to the second implication: that private sources raised
the funds and that the group who would lead the effort would be the small Greater
Memphis Greenline group. Third, in 2007, there was a large meeting to rally for greener
infrastructure in Memphis called “Greening Greater Memphis” and it drew several
hundred attendees to see Alex Garvin, a noted “green” urban planner (Phillips, 2010).
Members of local governance attended, including then Shelby County Mayor A.C.
Wharton, who now serves as the City Mayor of Memphis.
While this was a collective social movement similar to what was exhibited by
bicycle lane proponents in the battle over bicycle lanes on Madison Avenue, it was not
this effort that spearheaded the final successful push to install the first portion of the
greenway. Instead, it was largely thanks to donations totaling two million dollars from a
few anonymous donors that GMG raised to buy the rail line. A few other contributing
factors brought CSX back to the table. Lawyers, friendly to the GMG effort, filed a
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petition with the federal Surface Transportation Board that CSX was not negotiating in
good faith. The petition was never aired before the board because it was enough to
convince CSX to reopen negotiations, and eventually to sell the area for a reasonable
price (Lerner, 2007). Also, GMG had begun to partner with the relatively new Shelby
Farms Parks Conservancy (created in 2007) as a partner that could manage the park once
it was built as well as to help raise funds to purchase what would be therefore called the
Shelby Farms Greenline (SFG). While city governance had totally abandoned the process
despite the fact that the first stretch of the SFG would be within the city limits, the county
government, led by Wharton, remained engaged (though with little financial help). In the
end, the Shelby County government was the formal buyer, after receiving a donation
from the Shelby Farms Parks Conservancy (whose pool of money was shared with the
GMG) for almost all of the $5 million dollars. The county only contributed $375,000 in
total. The rest of the funds were private (Charlier, 2009).
Despite there being no previous local examples of successful implementation of
bicycling infrastructure, the GMG accomplished an amazing feat of raising millions of
dollars to complete a relatively long greenway right in the middle of one of America's
biggest cities. Their strategic actions did not rely on popular support. With the exception
of the well-attended Greening Greater Memphis meeting, calls for actions like flooding email inboxes of important decision makers or holding rallies were not present. Instead,
the strategic actions they took were convincing wealthy donors that the effort was
worthwhile and enrolling other strategic players—like the Shelby Farms Parks
Conservancy and the Shelby County government—as part of their coalition to achieve
their ends. They also used formalistic conventions such as a petition to the federal
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Surface Transportation Board, which were only possible with the amount of knowledge
they had about the process and the legal connections they employed to effectively use
them. Without proximate successes from other SAFs to rely on, the SFG advocates had to
use a specific set of strategies that were reliant on meaningful coalition building as well
as strong fund-raising. These advocates did not try to rally a populist coalition of
Memphians to their cause, perhaps knowing that residents may have had little belief that
such a feat could be achieved.
The success of the SFG, which opened in October 2010, is impressive. It is the
only non-road connector to the Shelby Farms Parks, which is one of the country's largest
urban parks at 3,500 acres (Shelby Farms Parks Conservancy, 2012). The SFG,
colloquially known as “the greenline,” connects tens of thousands of Memphians to a
huge park, but it also serves as a popular amenity, which seems to always be in use and
packed on the nicest Spring and Fall days. Wagenschutz (2011) estimates that in the first
few months, approximately 400 people per hour were out enjoying the SFG. The high
usage has made bicycling a major civic issue and created conversations about what is
good about Memphis now and what can make Memphis better in the future.
This sentiment led City Mayor Wharton (in the summer of 2010) to call for a plan
to create 55 new miles of bicycle lanes on major roads in Memphis. This is the second
large thematic change seen in the Memphis infrastructure for bicycling. It also produced
the controversy in question by including a 1.5 miles stretch of Madison Avenue in the
Midtown section of the city. While the announcement preceded the opening of the SFG,
the SFG was already under construction and Wharton capitalized on the momentum of
bicycle proponents in the city-wide SAF concerning bicycle culture. And, when the SFG
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opened and was instantly popular, a new legion of supporters of bicycle culture was born.
These new users of the greenline could back other new bike-friendly additions to the
Memphis infrastructure because they had reason to believe it was possible, given the
recent successes. Future organizing, then, would center on these people, unlike the much
smaller, more private effort to create the Shelby Farms Greenline. This shift involved the
external shock from different SAFs, that of the Shelby Farms Greenline and a
greenways/bicycle infrastructure SAF, that opened the opportunity for change in a
different SAF in the city.
The 55-mile plan itself would have failed were it not for the efforts of new bicycle
advocates and the elevation of Wharton to the Mayor's post in October 2009. The striping
of the bicycle lanes is part of larger projects to repave key Memphis corridors. The
funding for these projects came three sources: the 2009 federal American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act (ARRA), federal monies from the Surface Transportation Board and
funds from the city's Engineering Division. 30 of the 55 miles are paid for by the ARRA,
which included the entire Madison Avenue portion. The ARRA is the first large-scale
general stimulus package passed in response to the pressures of recession under the
administration of President Barack Obama and is intended for “making supplemental
appropriations for job preservation and creation, infrastructure investment, energy
efficiency and science, assistance to the unemployed, and State and local fiscal
stabilization...” (American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, 2009). Large portions of the
package would go to implementing road repaving, which creates temporary construction
employment as well as repair infrastructure.
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City of Memphis engineers, who were tasked with completing their plans for their
use of the stimulus funds to submit to federal government agencies, did not include plans
for the striping of bicycle lanes on any of the corridors when they submitted plans in
early July 2010 (Charlier, 2010a). However, Mayor Wharton instructed the city engineers
to include the bicycle lanes and budgeted funds for it, but city engineers reversed the
decision, feeling that the bicycle lanes were not important. Wharton responded in a local
television interview about city workers who were not in line with his views: "If I come
after you, you are gone...I'm not going to let anybody scuttle something I am deeply in
love with. It is a new day. Folks here better get on board. They'd better get on board or
ship out" (Matthews, 2010). Wharton put everyone, from city workers to city residents,
on notice.
Just ten days after the city engineers said they could not add bicycle lanes and that
they could not revise their applications for federal monies because of time constraints that
would cause their applications to be late and therefore lose funds, Wharton announced
that the bicycle lanes were back (Wharton, 2010). The plans for repaving 55 miles of
prominent roads with bicycle lanes added began that fall and will continue for 18-24
months until their completion in Summer 2012. Two days after the announcement, about
100 bicycle advocates rallied with Wharton and a fellow governmental advocate, thenCity Council Chair Harold Collins. Wharton declared that the bicycle lanes will make
Memphis “the city it ought to be” (Charlier, 2010b). In a short amount of time, bicycling
infrastructure throughout the city changed dramatically. Infrastructure in the form of
bicycle lanes began being installed almost immediately, the Shelby Farms Greenline
opened up in October followed a few weeks later by the opening of the first portion of the
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Wolf River Greenway. That fall, Memphis would go on to hire its first Bicycle and
Pedestrian Coordinator.
Originally doubtful, one Memphis City Council member said, “On a scale of one
to 10, I think the greenline turned out to be a 12. I’ve never been so wrong in my life.
Two years ago, I didn’t own a bicycle. Nobody in my family owned a bicycle” (Dries,
2011a). Challenges to the brand of the city took root in a substantive and ideological way.
Another key change was in the shifting of whom was trying to accomplish these feats and
the implications this had over who has power to change the city. In the end, Wharton was
one of the key bicycle proponents, but he relied on and responded to a growing group of
bicycle users who had a stake and a voice in the process. Wharton would even go so far
as meeting with this new group of people at an “overfilled” coffee shop in the fall of 2010
as well as hearing their side from the new Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator (Bailey, Jr.,
2010b). This indicates that the power relations concerning bicycling infrastructure in
Memphis began to shift away from established players, like city engineers, to new
advocates for progress, such as engaged citizens and the groups they create as well as the
Mayor. This shift involves new strategic actions, such as rallies and promoting causes via
self-created media outlets, that change the discursive relationship between the methods in
which power is exercised. These changes can favor those who are the challenger factions
and empower them to instigate further change in an SAF. On Madison Avenue, they
would do just that.
As plans began to move forward from the announcement in July 2010 that the
bicycle lanes were moving forward, there were some initial difficulties. Different roads
with different widths in different parts of town necessarily caused some selective changes
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among the few dozen proposed paths that were part of the 55 mile pledge. On Southern
Avenue, for instance, a relatively long portion of the once-four-lane road was siphoned
down to three lanes, with the center lane reserved for turning vehicles. Little resistance
arose to this plan, as engineers felt that the traffic capacity of the street would still meet
demand, and noted that the thoroughfare successfully links many neighborhoods with the
University of Memphis (Charlier, 2010c). In downtown Memphis, along Front Street, city
engineers and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator chose not to use dedicated bicycle
lanes but instead to paint the street with several “sharrows,” large painted double-arrows
with the picture of a bicycle below it. Sharrows function as a reminder to motorists that
the street is intended for use by both bicycles and motor vehicles. Further, Tennessee state
law requires motorists to be three feet away when passing a cyclist. Decision makers
opted for sharrows in an effort to protect on-street parking, which was a concern aired by
local business owners consulted by the city's Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator and city
engineers (Caldwell, 2011a).
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7. Measuring Madison: The Composition of the Street

Figure 4. Map of Madison Avenue. A map of Madison Avenue from Cleveland Street in
the west to Cooper Street in the east. (Google Maps 2012).

Turning to present-day Madison Avenue, it is a mixed-use street with a number of
diverse businesses in addition to several apartment complexes, some residences and
vacant storefront and lots. As can be seen in Table 2, the street is a mixed-use corridor,
though it is primarily businesses. 80.6% of the spaces located on Madison Avenue are
commercial properties, which includes businesses, vacant storefront/buildings, industrial
space and union-related buildings. As of July 2011, 87.5% of these commercial properties
are occupied. Another 3.2% of the total number of properties (N=6) house non-profit
organizations including churches. Residential spaces—ranging from single-family
residences to homes split into apartments to apartment complexes—comprise 14.8% of
the properties (N=28). The number of vacant lots is only 1.6% of the total properties
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(N=3). Among all the buildings and spaces on the street, 11.7% were vacant, many with
signage promoting their potential usage. A Chi Square test to see if the number of vacant
storefronts and lots were different across the street sections yields insignificant results (p
value = .533).

Table 2.
A Place for Business.
Type of Space

Frequency

Percentage

Businesses

129

68.3%

Vacant

19

10.1%

Storefront/Building
Apartment Complexes 12

6.3%

House split into

10

5.3%

Non-Profit or Church

6

3.2%

Single-Family

6

3.2%

Vacant Lot

3

1.6%

Industrial

2

1.1%

Union-related

2

1.1%

Apartments

Residences

N = 189.
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To discuss the businesses more, I constructed a few additional variables to analyze
their activity. Table 3 shows the percentages of businesses that are local, regional or
global/national. Nearly 75% of the businesses with storefronts on Madison Avenue are
local and, cumulatively, 86.3% of the businesses are oriented only to the Mid-South or
Tennessee area. This indicates a longstanding reality: that Madison Avenue, since at least
the days of the locally-oriented Overton Square, has been dominated by local businesses,
contributing to a symbolic character that the street is local-centric. Of the global/national
businesses, there is no notable modal type of business (three gas stations are the mode)
and they include a wide range of businesses from a Sherwin Williams paint store to a pair
of Nationwide Insurance outposts to a Pizza Hut delivery-only restaurant. Each of the
four street sections is composed of at least 84% local or regional businesses. A Chi
Square test confirms that there are no significant differences between the street sections’
level of local flavor (p value = .205).

Table 3.
Local Businesses (and everyone else).
Location

Frequency

Percentage

Local

98

74.8%

Regional

15

11.5%

Global/National

18

13.7%

Orientation

N=131.4
4

The 131 cases include businesses, industrial sites and non-profits or churches. It also doesn’t
include seven businesses to which I was unsure of their local, regional or global/national status.
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I also constructed a variable that divides the businesses into specific types of
businesses and, in Table 4, I report the types of businesses with an N of at least 4.
Restaurants and bars far outpace any other specific type of business along Madison, but
are only approximately a fifth of the total businesses along the street. Perhaps what is
most interesting is the mix of the types of businesses: they range from restaurants to dry
cleaners to medical establishments. These frequencies only illustrate part of the picture of
the types of businesses. An example of a prominent business not featured is the Cash
Saver grocery, formerly a Piggly Wiggly, which has a large parking lot between it and the
road. Another is Studio on the Square, near the intersection of Cooper Street and
Madison, a popular movie theater and the only movie theater in Midtown Memphis. In
Memphis, music is a popular topic and on Madison there are two record stores, one
recording studio, and a mid-sized music venue at Minglewood Hall. Last, another
intriguing storefront is the Wharton Law firm. Though Mayor A.C. Wharton is not
affiliated with the law firm, his wife, Ruby Roy Wharton, and two sons are with the firm
(Wharton Law Firm, 2011). The businesses on Madison Avenue are a diverse group,
steeped in essential Memphis qualities like an emphasis on music and food, but they also
include a number of other destinations, such as a doctor’s office, law firms, dry cleaners
and hair and nail salons. Taken together, these data point to a Madison that exhibits a
milieu that is quite practical; a nearby resident could satisfy many different needs and
wants with the commercial development on the street.
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Table 4.
Notable Types of Businesses on Madison.
Type of Business

Frequency

Percentage of Total

Restaurant or Bar

26

19.4%

Medical

16

11.9%

Beauty Related

12

9%

Graphic Design,

9

6.7%

Law

5

3.7%

Finance and Tax-

5

3.7%

5

3.7%

Insurance

4

3%

Gas Station and/or

4

3%

4

3%

Advertising or
Photography

Related
Dry Cleaners or
Laundromat

Convenience Store
Loan Business
N=135.5

5

134 cases include businesses, industrial sites, non-profits or churches and union spaces. It also
doesn’t include four businesses to which I was unsure of their local, regional or global/national status.
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Finally, I look at descriptive statistics for those who are in favor of bicycle lanes
and those businesses that are opposed to bicycle lanes. Among the different street
sections seen in Table 4, the section from Tucker Street to Evergreen Street has the most
supporters with nine different businesses. The eastern half of the street (Cooper to
Evergreen) has 15 of the supporters while the western half of the street has only 9
supporters. All of the businesses in support (N=23) and a large apartment complex, the
Gilmore, are locally (N=20) or regionally (N=4) oriented. The modal type of business is
restaurants and bars (N=9) with no other type of business exceeding a frequency of two.
For those in opposition to the bicycle lanes, the frequencies of those listed as opposed
were identical to the 15 to 9 split down the western and eastern halves of Madison
Avenue. Among those in opposition, 20 of the businesses—including Revid Properties,
which is not located on the street but who manages over 80 apartment units in various
buildings—are local or regional, while four are global/national. The modal type of
business for those in opposition is also restaurants and bars (N=9), but three beautyrelated businesses and two dry cleaners join them. Both of those types of businesses
would be more greatly harmed by the installation of bicycle lanes as their clientele
typically requires motor vehicles. Two of the four music-affiliated businesses, including
Minglewood Hall, are in opposition, although one also is listed as in support of the
bicycle lanes.
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Table 5.
Section of Madison and Support for Bicycle Lanes.
Street Section

Frequency

Tucker to Evergreen

9

Cooper to Tucker

6

Willett to Cleveland

5

Evergreen to Willett

4

N=24.

Table 6.
Section of Madison and Opposition to Bicycle Lanes.
Street Section

Frequency

Tucker to Evergreen

8

Cooper to Tucker

7

Willett to Cleveland

5

Evergreen to Willett

4

N=24
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8. Narrative: Making Madison
Moving to Madison: Early Confrontations
Problems over how to re-stripe Madison Avenue would come to the fore in a
drawn-out, contentious manner. It began in early 2011 when some businesses on the
street began to air worries about losing on-street parking and lanes of traffic. For these
business owners, convenience of car travel is important and changing the traffic layout of
the road would be tinkering needlessly with a good thing. The notion of bringing the
street “back” annoyed some property owners, who felt that the street was doing just fine.
As one of the leading opponents of bicycle lanes throughout the controversy, the owner
of Mercury Valet Cleaners put it, “We don't need to be revitalized,” he said, “We got
something that works very well. To ask us to gamble with this is not a good business
decision” (Bailey, Jr., 2011c). One restaurant owner said that, if car traffic decreased, he
would move his business, even though he just made the move to Madison from a
different location four months earlier (Greene, 2011). One of the biggest early
indictments against dedicated bicycle lanes from the local business community came
from Huey's, the prominent burger joint in Memphis. One of the owners, Wight Boggs,
self-identifies as a bicyclist 6 and a “life-long Midtowner,” wrote a letter to the editor in
March 2011 to the Commercial Appeal stating that Huey's is a bicycle friendly
establishment and that they are in favor of share-the-road signage and painted bicycles on
the road, presumably sharrows or similar to sharrows (Boggs, 2011). However, Boggs is

6

If nothing else, a cartoon picture of Boggs on the Huey’s menu shows her riding a penny-farthing
(Huey’s, 2009).
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against dedicated bicycle lanes on the street because of the potential for decreased traffic.
This is significant because Huey’s is a signature Madison establishment and a wellknown Memphis business. Huey’s has seven total locations—the one on Madison is the
original, having opened in 1970. Huey’s burger has been named the Best Burger in
Memphis by Memphis Magazine every year since 1984 as well as voted as the “Best in
Memphis” in the Memphis Flyer every year since 1990 (About Huey's, 2012).
In February 2011, a public meeting about the bicycle lanes further exacerbated
tensions as business opposition used alarmist tactics. Mike Cooper, owner of Mercury
Valet Cleaners, pointed at a few of his employees at the event saying they would be the
first to lose their jobs if bicycle lanes on Madison Avenue were installed because of the
presumed loss of business revenue (Bailey, Jr., 2011d). The owner of a different small
business stated that he would more than likely have to close his business if traffic
lessened from its current four lanes (Biking in Memphis, 2011). Many bicycle advocates
also spoke, but one reporter summed it up this way: “the meeting may have drawn as
many bike-lane supporters, but the opponents were more vocal — strident, even — and
organized” (Bailey, Jr., 2011d).
Moving forward, though, some bicycling advocates began to organize. In the early
Spring months, bicycle lane proponents coordinated multiple “bike lane buy-in days”
where a contingent of bicycle riders—more than 250 committed to attending on the
Facebook posted event, though the real number is uncertain—rode down Madison to
patronize the businesses that they knew supported bicycle lanes on Madison Avenue
(“Bike Lane Buy-In Day,” 2011). They also awarded supportive businesses a window
sticker to put on the door that said “Bike Friendly Business” (Phillips, 2011b). Indeed,
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some business owners were in support of bicycle lanes, but their voices were consistently
outweighed by the businesses in opposition.
Businesses opposed to the bike lanes on Madison claimed to worry primarily
about keeping their business open and thriving. They often stressed their bicycle-friendly
credentials as well as their symbolic local legitimacy. For example, those who opposed
having dedicated bicycle lanes on Madison voiced their support for bicycle lanes on
nearby east-west thoroughfares that they claimed were more viable because they were
wider or more residential. As Cooper, the owner of the Mercury Valet Dry Cleaners, told
a local television reporter: "We're not against bike lanes. That would be like being against
ice cream or something like that. We really believe there's a place for it. But what we
need is cooperation to realize we have to have the traffic” (Matthews, 2011). Early
discussions in media outlets about the status of bicycle infrastructure on Madison Avenue
in the first three months of 2011 centered on business owner concerns and contained little
information from bicycle advocates or business owners along the street in favor of
dedicated bicycle lanes.
Business owners opposed to bicycle lanes used traditional paper petition
techniques to begin to organize their opposition. The paper petition stresses compromise
for shared lanes and notes multiple times in the document, including in the title, that the
bicycle lanes are not worth the “gamble” (“Don't 'Gamble' with Madison Avenue Jobs,
Businesses, and our City's Tax Base,” 2011). Given that many of the businesses have
legitimate claims to longevity (Mercury Valet Cleaners, for example, has been a mainstay
since 1960) and that they were able to control the early debate, the Madison Avenue
business owners against dedicated bicycle lanes are considered here as the incumbent
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faction in the SAF. Their early strategic actions included discourse shaping by stressing
the cooperation among the factions thereby orienting themselves toward a compromise.
They, after all, favor bettering bicycling culture, just not on Madison Avenue.
The Onset of Contention: The Memo to the Mayor
By April 2011, no decision had been made by city government; it was ultimately
the Mayor's decision as he is charged with disbursing the funds and the deadline was fast
approaching. Much of the day-to-day contact with citizens and businesses on bicyclerelated issues was handled by the city's new Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator, Kyle
Wagenschutz, who had been hired the previous fall. On April 12, Wagenschutz sent a
formal memorandum to Mayor Wharton about his recommendation for the re-striping of
1.5 miles stretch of Madison Avenue. He recommended what became branded as a “road
diet,” which is the elimination of a lane or multiple lanes of motorized vehicle traffic
(Bailey, Jr., 2011e). The plan called for reducing the previously four-lane road—with two
lanes going in either direction—to a three lane road, with one lane going in each direction
and a central turning lane. This would allow for dedicated bicycle lanes on the stretch of
the road while also increasing the overall number of parking spaces along the street. The
memo was forceful and clear in its reasoning and provided the foundation for much of the
debate that followed. Further, the memo was published in full on news outlets web pages
and therefore was accessible to a wider audience.
It is for the above reasons that I suggest that this event is the onset of contention
following Fligstein and McAdam's (2011) theory of strategic action fields. It serves as the
catalyst by motivating local business owners to organize against it or state their support
for it; additionally, as we shall see, it activates nascent bicycle interests in Memphis and
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galvanizes their support. It is an example of the type of strategic action that is “the
collective construction/attribution of threat or opportunity” by a challenger faction
(Fligstein & McAdam, 2011 pp. 9-10).
The memo makes several clear points, all of which are crucial in the discourse
moving forward. First, it argues that Madison Avenue is an ideal place for the
construction of bicycle lanes: “Corridors with moderate traffic volumes, mixtures of
retail, commercial and residential use, high levels of transit use, and popular
entertainment destinations are the most viable for such an endeavor” (Wagenschutz, 2011
p. 1). This implicitly counters the argument put forth by some local business owners that
a different east-west thoroughfare in a more residential area would be a better fit for
bicycle lanes. Second, it cites various studies that show that bicycle lane installations in
similar cases do not have a major impact on traffic rates and that less traffic accidents
occur along streets with dedicated bicycle lanes. Again, this counters feelings among
business owners that they will lose visibility to potential customers because of decreased
traffic. Third, Wagenschutz cites that corridors with high uses of bicycle and pedestrian
traffic can increase revenues for local businesses as well as property values; put another
way, a bicycle rider is more likely to spend money on the road than someone in a motor
vehicle. This argument is intended to undercut the anti-bicycle lane viewpoint that every
loss of a motorized vehicle will constitute a loss of clientele. Fourth, the network of
bicycle lanes and greenways in Memphis will be aided by this essential east-west link in
a high profile part of the city. Fifth, bicycle usage in Memphis is increasing, and new
bicycle-friendly infrastructure has encouraged this; therefore, usage along Madison
Avenue will increase concurrently. These two reasons—more infrastructure and more
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bicycle riders—point to a bicycle advocate using the mantle of thematic city change as a
strategic action in pursuing these bicycle lanes.
The sixth and final reason advanced by Wagenschutz in his memo to Mayor
Wharton is certainly the most contentious. Wagenschutz writes that “we have received
overwhelming support from both business owners along Madison and other Memphis
residents for the proposed bike lane” (Wagenschutz, 2011 p. 2; emphasis mine).
According to his data, 23 business owners pledge their support for bicycle lanes
alongside more than 225 residents7 and “a number” of organizations working to improve
Memphis. Only 9 business owners and 25 residents are not in support of the bicycle lanes
at the time of the memorandum, according to Wagenschutz.
From there, most of the rest of the document is concerned with rebutting apparent
claims from the business community in an effort to better enunciate the benefits of such
lanes. The first one listed is “Just like the trolley, the construction will disrupt business
and result in reduced revenue and lost jobs” (Wagenschutz, 2011 p. 11). Given the history
outlined earlier about the trolley lines, this worry is one worth addressing. The point
made in response is that re-paving of the street and the re-striping of the road would be a
process that would not take very long and would allow for the continuance of traffic; in
sum, it would take months, not the two-plus years it took to construct the trolley line.
Second, the memo acknowledges a push for a “compromise” for a share-the-road system.
The memo writes that this is already the current system in place and does not
acknowledge infrastructure like “sharrows” and “share-the-road” signage. Instead, it
7

It is unclear in this memorandum what constitutes a “resident.” For example, it could mean any
person from the city limits of Memphis or it could refer to someone who lives on Madison Avenue or
within a prescribed distance from it.
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points to industry standards on what kind of bicycle infrastructure are safest, given
vehicular road capacity and speed limits. Third, it addresses the concern that on-street
parking or loading zones would be affected by writing that they do “not, in any way,
affect curbside on-street parking and loading zones,” though noting two specific spots
where loading zones may be redesigned—including one in front of one of the businesses
of a noted opponent, the owner of Mercury Valet Cleaners (Wagenschutz, 2011 p. 17).
However, it is noted that plans would attempt to “designate or enhance” the loading zones
(Wagenschutz, 2011 p. 17). Another “myth” Wagenschutz attempts to dispel is that
bicycle lanes are a “gamble” on the businesses' backs. This has a direct corollary to a
quotation in the Commercial Appeal cited earlier from Mercury Valet Cleaners owner
who said first that it was a “gamble” and that they “don't need to be revitalized” and,
additionally, this was mentioned in the paper petition that also referenced the same link of
argument (Bailey Jr., 2011c; Unknown Author, 2011).
Given the newness of bicycle infrastructure in Memphis, Wagenschutz's
discursive strategic actions in this memorandum are driven by a desire to debunk
arguments against bicycle lanes. While written plainly, it is heavy on data. Almost every
explanation is backed up with an array of statistics from systematic studies, local street
calculations or selective surveying of local populations. The data-driven approach
establishes legitimacy and is attractive to coalition building—hugely important for a
challenger faction—because it can be convincing when rebutting arguments held by
incumbent actors.
With the release of the memo to public forces and the feeling that the question
about bicycle lanes had tipped in favor of cycling advocates, businesses against bicycle
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lanes took action and immediately began to build a coalition. In an article posted on the
Commercial Appeal website within 48 hours after the memorandum was sent to Wharton,
Wight Boggs, an owner of Huey's restaurant and an opponent of dedicated bicycle lanes,
said she had commitments from about 50 businesses along Madison Avenue that were
opposed to bicycle lanes as well as from about 240 individuals (Bailey, Jr., 2011e). As a
comparison, Wagenschutz's research found only nine businesses and 25 residents in
opposition; 23 businesses had been in favor, according to the memo. Suddenly, the
number of businesses in support was dwarfed by the number of businesses opposed, now
more than twice those in support. The memorandum galvanizes opposition to it and
creates an SAF in which the incumbent and challenger factions are in serious
competition. The episode of contention had begun.
Madison Heats Up: Summertime Debates
With the onset of contention in mid-April 2011, debate ensued over the next few
months while it remained unclear as to what action would take place regarding the
bicycle lanes. The quiet emanating from City Hall was compounded by the assertion that
the road repaving must take place by August 2011 and both sides faced time constraints
for advancing their efforts. Immediately after the memo and ensuing business coalition
creation, the rhetoric escalated. A columnist for an alternative newspaper in Memphis, the
Memphis Flyer, criticized the Wagenschutz memo. “It's a car town,” he writes of
Memphis, “as a practical matter, biking and walking are much praised but little practiced”
(Branston, 2011a). He goes on:
“If bike lanes help Midtown businesses and promote new investment, it's fine with
me, but I think the impact will be small. I don't see anyone riding a bike and
carrying a sack of groceries, but I do see a lot of people, including myself and my
friends who ride bikes for fun, driving a few blocks to get some place we could
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walk to in 15 minutes. As long as there is free parking, I don't expect that to
change” (Branston, 2011a).
The columnist's comments point to a vision of Memphis that is as tradition-oriented,
complete with the sort of infrastructural conditions that continue to structure the city
according to its past decisions (Molotch et al., 2000). These characterizations of Memphis
and Memphis vehicular culture are all the more striking because of the forum, the
Memphis Flyer, traditionally has devoted extensive, favorable coverage to all types of
new bicycle infrastructure and other sustainable initiatives throughout the city.
Similar comments are echoed in a Commercial Appeal editorial which, despite
previous support for pro-bicycling policies, questions the current decision-making
process and suggests exercising caution (Commercial Appeal, 2011a). The businessoriented Memphis Daily News published an editorial hinting that a compromise offered
by the business faction against dedicated bicycle lanes might have merit and that
Madison Avenue's current environment is a unique one that must be preserved (Memphis
Daily News, 2011). Moreover, a letter to the editor in the Commercial Appeal advances
the argument that bike lanes were a waste of precious tax dollars and mocked city
leaders. “It's as if the old-timers in City Hall think that some magic (or infinite) number
of bike lanes is the golden ticket to attracting and retaining young talent simply because
they read it in a Forbes article” (Robinson, 2011). The “creative class” argument is
rebutted in this argument in order to make city leaders look small in their attempts to rebrand their city's global and local image. All over the city, newspaper editorial boards,
well-known columnists, everyday citizens with a pen, dozens of businesses and hundreds
of residents had in the April-May period of 2011 flexed their discursive muscle in an
effort to try to strike down the bicycle lanes.
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Bicycle advocates, using the power of the pen and of technology, struck back.
Nearly immediately, advocates created a website, bikesmeanbusiness.com, that featured
extensive rebuttals to opponents’ arguments. Responding to Memphis Flyer columnist
Branston's assertions about the practicality of cycling on Madison, two letters to the
editor appeared in the paper in the following weeks. One advocate, Anthony Siracusa,
who writes often about bicycle culture to various city publications, wrote:
“Branston's sweeping assessment of Memphis as a car town was neither surprising
nor disappointing, as there is little doubt about our city's dependence on
automobiles. The troubling piece of Branston's analysis is not his logic but rather
his tragic lack of hope for the future of our city... The people among us with a
vision for the future and the drive to work hard are the architects of a new world,
and whether bike lanes are installed on Madison Avenue this summer or not, we
must never forget that the world we have today can be a better world tomorrow. ”
(Siracusa, 2011b).
High in idealistic rhetoric which included making references to change makers like
Martin Luther King, Jr. and Desmond Tutu, it can be drawn from this passage that there is
a faction of people in Memphis who value bicycling as a way of life and are working to
change their city brand. Another letter to the editor to the Flyer comments that columnists
like Branston and other opponents “have their heads in the sand and their feet firmly
mired in the 1950s” (Holland, 2011). These writers resist characterizations that keep
Memphis, as they see it, stagnant or stuck in the past.
An art gallery owner from Broad Avenue, a small business district that voluntarily
painted their own bicycle lanes in fall 2010 (and intends to help serve as a connector to
the Shelby Farms Greenline from Midtown and even Madison Avenue), finds the
opposition from business owners strange in a letter to the Commercial Appeal (Brown,
2011). She suggests that in her experience the ability for cyclists and drivers alike to
“see” Broad, a recently revitalized district, boosted business immensely. A blog post from
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Smartcitymemphis.com urges a similar line of reasoning by advocating that visitors to
Madison Avenue should resist boycotting businesses that do not support bicycle lanes.
Instead, they advocated that you should continue to go to these places and, for restaurants
specifically, he says that a part of the “sit-in” customers should write “My family
supports bike lanes” on their ticket (Smart City Memphis, 2011). The author is also
careful to note that he felt that these businesses are not heinous and many, such as Huey's,
are an integral part of the tradition of the street.
Finally, a broader appeal for the local betterment and the global re-branding of
Memphis is made. Steve Basar,8 a writer using space as a guest columnist in the
Commercial Appeal, worries about future generations and their use of Memphis and the
potential for attracting “Generation Y” workers who want consumption-oriented built
structures (Baker, 2012; Basar, 2011). Similarly, the writers at bikesmeanbusiness.com
urge that Madison become an attraction, a “DESTINATION: MADISON,” as they brand
it (Bikesmeanbusiness.com, 2011). Bold leadership is needed, Basar argues, for he
believes that “Memphis can and should be more like Chicago, and less like Detroit,” two
cities in which he has lived (Basar, 2011). Global pressures can create place narratives
that require residents in cities to reexamine their priorities in an attempt to re-brand their
city or, as Basar puts it, be more like “Chicago” than a “Detroit.” Some bicycle lane
proponents argue that Memphis will need things like bicycle lane infrastructure in order
to gain the favor of creative class workers. Advocates in these cases present a strong

8

Basar is now a candidate for public office. He won a competitive Republican primary in March
2012 to serve on the Shelby County Commission in a district mostly in East Memphis, where most of the
SFG runs. One of Basar’s campaign signs sat adjacent to the SFG.
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argument about why they want to change the city—the brand that is already changing in
proximate SAFs.
Public Meetings: Civility in the Midst of Contention
For nearly two and a half months after the Wagenschutz memorandum, no public
statement came from the Mayor's office on this issue. Then, almost a year after the initial
plan was announced to install bicycle lanes on 55 miles of Memphis streets, City Hall
called for a series of three public meetings to be held in successive weeks about reaching
a compromise for bicycle lanes on Madison Avenue. Instead of a government figure (like
a city engineer, a politician or the city's Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator) leading the
discussion, Wharton tapped a prominent architectural firm with local roots, Looney,
Ricks, Kiss (LRK), to lead the discussions at each of the public meetings. The meetings
took place on Wednesday evenings beginning on June 29 and ending on July 13. At the
first meeting, it was noted that this relatively quick time schedule was put in place so that
a decision could be finalized by July 30, ostensibly to fulfill federal government
deadlines for beginning the repaving in August. Each meeting was set to have a different,
but cumulative purpose. The first was to discuss citizen input, the second to design
alternatives, and the third to finalize the preferred alternative. These three public
meetings placed a new emphasis on what could be done on Madison Avenue and how,
potentially, the sides could work together. Generally, a tone of civility was seen in all
three of these public meetings (unlike, perhaps, the February meeting), though there were
a few tense back-and-forth exchanges (Ashby, 2011; Commercial Appeal, 2011b).
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Figure 5. Two Sides of Madison. In the foreground, a large vacant lot with an overflowing
dumpster. In the background—Madison Avenue is in between—is Minglewood Hall, a
concert venue and the site of the summer public meetings took place. (Picture taken by
author July 2011).

The first meeting introduced an important motif: the idea of a “great street.” Great
streets are “complete streets,” according to the LRK presenter Steve Auterman. He
outlined several ways in which complete streets provide for each constituency: they
reduce accidents for motorists, increase visibility and patronage for businesses, increase
safety for residents by reducing speeding, maintain property values, reduce crime for the
municipality and increase convenience for shoppers (Looney, Ricks, Kiss, 2011a). It was
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stressed that great streets include those items as a baseline. Truly great streets are streets
that have high usage, with details that make them special. Essentially, they must be
attractive, vibrant spaces where people want to be. Past experiences of Madison Avenue,
such as the trolley lines in the first half of the twentieth century and Overton Square, are
touched on in the presentation as examples of how Madison Avenue has a history of
being a great street, but that more can be done so Madison can evolve.
LRK's presentation refocuses the argument from one about bicycle lane
proponents versus businesses to a discourse about compromise and finding a better way
to enhance the street’s lived experience. As Auterman said, “You may not get everything
you want. But if we’re successful, maybe 80 percent of you will get 80 percent of what
you want” (Dries, 2011b). This emphasis on consumption provides the potential for a
coalition of partners who can all benefit. For example, bicycle proponents can get bicycle
lanes, but business owners can receive the sort of cosmetic upgrade to their street with
items like better sidewalks, more creative, artistic crosswalks and distinct signage. This
strategic action, taken by private architects acting as the city's proxy, is part of an effort to
bring factions together and think long-term about the health of Madison Avenue.
Before allowing for input, the attendees were informed that among three main
priorities individuals may have in the room—dedicated bicycle lanes, on-street parking
and four lanes of traffic—the Madison Avenue after re-paving could only feature two.
This could be a continuance of the status quo (on-street parking with four lanes of traffic)
or the road diet plan (with increased on-street parking and bicycle lanes) or the less
discussed possibility of keeping four lanes of traffic and installing bicycle lanes, losing
most on-street parking in the process. Attendees were invited to give their input in
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breakout sessions by writing on anonymous comment cards and were pointed to an online
survey. LRK also created a website, madisonavenuememphis.com, which featured
updates from the public meetings, the slideshow from the meetings and other assorted
information.
The attendees themselves were a diverse group; as one pro-bicycle lanes blogger
put it, they were “old, young, hippies, hipsters, men, women, cyclists, non-cyclists, and
business owners” (Living Loud in Midtown, 2011). Approximately 130 people attended
this first meeting (Wright, 2011a). Example comments given by attendees include:



“Mixed-use, eclectic, creative experience on the street. Incentives for
businesses to start, stay, and develop.”
“#1 Safety. #2 Increase visibility & convenience. #3 On-street parking.
Whatever is done it must be organized to maintain current businesses.
Construction can’t shut down areas for extended periods.”



“Bike lanes would lead to the revitalization of Overton Square.”



“Great meeting – thanks! I love the creative ideas for multiuse. Bike lanes
are critical!”



“I’m glad to see some interest in development on Madison where I’ve had
my business for over 20 years.”



“Incentives to fill in more of the vacant buildings with restaurants, bars,
stores, etc.”



“Bike lanes, please – open to compromise!”



“My greatest concern and fear is being told Madison would be reduced
from 4 lanes to 2 lanes of traffic. If this is true it will kill businesses and
lower property values.”



“Bike lanes + local business = better Madison” (Looney, Ricks, Kiss
2011b).

This small sample of over fifty comments that LRK compiled at the meeting gives an
overview of some of the feelings about the bicycle lanes at this critical juncture.
Increasingly, there was an impetus for a solution that favored both the incumbent
business and the challenger bicycle proponents true to the coalition building necessity
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required for victory in an SAF. While worries abounded (bicycle lanes “will kill
businesses”), business advocates seemed drawn to new ideas about designing the street,
represented by the comment of the twenty year veteran of Madison Avenue who
appreciated the newfound interest. Also interesting, though, is that a shift in strategic
actions was beginning to be appear among some—though, as later discourse will show,
not all—of the bicycle proponents. Previously, in rebuttals to businesses in the
Wagenschutz memo and in letters to the editor in newspapers, discursive strategic actions
focused on debunking business claims. In these comments, though, we see an emergence
similar to the blogger in May 2011 who urged consumers to write on their restaurant
receipts that they support bicycle lanes. This new feeling of accommodation desires
“revitalization for Overton Square,” “creative ideas for multiuse,” and “incentives to fill
in more of the vacant buildings,” while also supporting bicycle lanes. The entire
discourse in the SAF became more closely associated with the micro-level practical and
material concerns of Madison Avenue and more detached from SAFs concerning cycling
culture in Memphis.
The next two meetings focused on what action could or should be taken. Both of
these meetings, like the first one, drew more than 100 attendees. In an effort to get public
buy-in from all factions, the second public meeting focused on “designing alternatives,” a
process that literally involved participants designing their streets. The meeting began with
a presentation that included new statistics about road usage, typical speeds (speeding was
deemed to be a problem with the status quo), and featured an architect and former
Memphian, Wade Walker, who appeared to favor bicycle lanes as part of complete street
infrastructure. After this presentation, large paper printouts of four approximately
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equidistant sections of Madison Avenue were put in different corners of the room and
meeting attendees were invited to take up markers and write their preferences for what
should be done with the streets. One street section's group, the Cooper to Tucker group,
was the largest and was directly facilitated by Auterman. Unlike the other groups,
Auterman took the comments of the group and constructed an actual design that moment,
drawing out what bicycle lanes would look like, where sidewalks and crossings could be
improved, and how many lanes of traffic there would be. This group had a majority of
bicycle lane proponents with a few business owners on their coalition as well.
The other three groups, judging from comments made on the papers and posted
online, were generally pro-bicycle lanes too, with the Evergreen to Willett being the only
mixed group—interestingly, though, the other main alternative to the “road diet” design
was not the status quo, but a four lanes of traffic design that includes the loss of on-street
parking with wider outside lanes for shared bicycle lanes (Looney, Ricks, Kiss, 2011c).
One could easily assume that bicycle lane proponents succeeded in the public meetings
by having both sheer numbers and in being vocal in breakout sessions (Dries, 2011c).
Additionally, survey results presented at the second public meeting, while not final, were
indicative of widespread concern over unsafe conditions on the street for cyclists and
pedestrians (Looney, Ricks, Kiss, 2011d).
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Figure 6. Complete Streets. Some properties and sidewalks on Madison Avenue look
notably derelict. (Picture taken by author July 2011).

Businesses Battling Back: New tactics
With the decision apparently imminent by the end of July, business owners
opposed to the bicycle lanes began to maneuver outside of the confines of the public
meetings process to pursue their goals. First, they held a press conference the day before
the final public meeting and spoke about their opposition to the road diet while also
stressing their written support for shared bicycle lanes on the street. This occurred at least
partially in response to the inclusion of architect Wade Walker's presentation at the
second meeting, which some perceived as biased in favor of dedicated bicycle lanes
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(Wright, 2011b). Second, business owners attended the third public meeting, whose
breakout sessions included commenting—both on comment cards and vocally to the
planners present--on two specific plans: one for the “road diet” plan and one for four
lanes of traffic with sharrows for bicycles, the plan that the business owners had endorsed
the previous day. Observations from that meeting found that advocates for sharrows
instead of dedicated bicycle lanes were more vociferous in their opposition than they had
been previously. Third, the business owners began petitioning city council members and
convinced one member, Janis Fullilove, to speak out at a specially held press conference
against dedicated bicycle lanes (Dries, 2011d). Fullilove, however, did not represent any
of the portions of the street in question, though the district she represented does begin on
one side of Cleveland Street just feet from the western terminus of the repaving.
A fourth push from business owners came in the form of an opinion piece written
for the Memphis Flyer by Eric Vernon, owner of the Bar-B-Q Shop along Madison
Avenue, one of the most venerated businesses on the street and a cornerstone of barbeque
culture in a city known for the dish. In the piece, Vernon (2011) continued the rhetoric of
compromise by supporting sharrows. But he also intimated what business owners began
to emphasize at their press conference just a few days earlier that they feel left out of the
process. The specifics hit hard: cyclists were the only ones purposefully consulted in the
lead up to the 2010 decision to add 55 miles of bicycle lanes, that Wagenschutz did not
specifically invite business owners to the February public meeting and that when business
owners asked Wagenschutz to follow up with business owners directly with relevant
statistics and information he never did nor did he meet with them outside of a meeting
with Mayor Wharton after the February public meeting. With that in mind, Vernon
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stressed a centrist position that “somewhere in the mix there is surely a prospect for a
good fit for everybody” (Vernon, 2011). Such comments from the owner of a well-known
business is a strategic attempt by incumbents to galvanize public opinion to give them the
serious consideration they feel they never got from cycling advocates, specifically
Wagenschutz. Knowing that the decision after the third public meeting was in the hands
of Mayor Wharton, who was being informed by the LRK architects, the business owners
moved quickly with compelling, straightforward strategic actions in a number of media
markets to gain favor.

Figure 7. Home of the Dancing Pigs. A picture of the streetside sign of the Bar-B-Q Shop.
(Picture taken by author July 2011).

The business owners opposed to bicycle lanes got help from an unexpected
source: some bicycle lane proponents. In the comments section to Vernon’s opinion piece,
a few bicycling advocates wrote incendiary critiques of Madison Avenue business owners
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not in favor of bicycle lanes. This prompted rebukes in the next week's issue of the
Memphis Flyer from the editor-in-chief and a columnist who dedicated the entire space of
their pieces to advocating for a more positive discourse and defending Vernon's position
(Branston, 2011b; VanWyngarden, 2011). The tone of some of the comments against
Vernon’s piece was abrasive and they usually call for a boycott of businesses opposed to
the bicycle lanes. To quote a few of the commenters themselves (Vernon, 2011):


“It's all about volume for the business owners, not safety or progress, or
neighborhood renewal. Please don't ask us, at this point, to believe you
care about the residents of the area. Btw, the bike riding, residents you
have been fighting ARE YOUR PATRONS! (for now anyway)...Just for
the sake of being honest....I would love to know where all these business
owners actually live. And would they want me speeding through their
neighborhood at all hours endangering their family and friends?
Hypocrites.”



“...certain business entities both on and off Madison Avenue that cried and
whined and insulted those of us who want a safer Madison avenue will
definitely be losing business now, regardless of the outcome. We know
who you are, and we won't support your shops any longer.”



“Whining because the government won't give you special elite treatment,
or implement your opinions over others, is selfish and childish.”



“God forbid you become better informed regarding the topic before you
post ignorant opinions online.” [Directed at a commenter sympathetic to
business owner concerns].

To be sure, a majority of the comments were civil and debated the issues at hand; a few
bicycle lane proponents noted that they did not agree with the excesses of the types of
comments seen above. But it is worth seeing that the comments section would have been
probably a little-read dialogue of diatribes had it not been for the columns that came in
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the next issue. Even in a paper that extensively covers the ins and outs of bicycling
culture and sustainable measures in Memphis, the sympathy for business owners opposed
to dedicated bicycle lanes was high. As Bruce Wyngarden, the Editor-in-Chief of the
paper, writes:
“The irony of bicyclists trying to hurt the local businesses that keep Midtown
thriving — and worth cycling around in — was lost on some commenters.
Conversely, if cyclists want to win over Memphians to the idea of bike lanes, the
last thing they need to be doing is demonizing local businesses ...forcing
Midtowners to choose between eating at the Bar-B-Q Shop or favoring a bike lane
is a lose-lose proposition. I like my bicycle, but I'm not giving up Eric's ribs”
(VanWyngarden, 2011).
The element of tradition—the business owners, represented by the vivid symbolic
product of tasty Memphis barbeque ribs—had the incumbent faction gaining favor even
in the face of a serious challenge to the right to the space. Missteps such as these turned
on bicycle lane proponents as the idea of a boycott was roundly criticized in the aftermath
of Vernon's column. Without a central organization or an official message, bicycle lane
proponents stumbled when some within their faction spoke in negative tones that most of
the faction would not have supported. The episode of contention became as controversial
as ever, with both sides maneuvering with heated rhetoric in an effort to impress on
public opinion and Mayor Wharton to get their preferred solution realized.
Final Stages: A petition, a poll, people power and a tragedy
Strangely, the July 30 deadline to disburse the stimulus funds came and went
without a public word from the Mayor's office. Any momentum that bicycle lane
proponents carried from the public meetings apparently was mediated by a late push from
business owners. A news article from August began to confirm rumors floating around for
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weeks that some sort of compromise might be in the works in meetings that included the
Mayor, bicycle lane advocates and business owners opposed to bicycle lanes (Dries,
2011d). This plan would include bicycle lanes, but on an eastern portion bicycle lanes
might be eased depending on the stretch of the street or not installed altogether. Citing a
desire to make Madison Avenue a great street through improved streetscape, Wharton
worried that funds were not present at the time, though he hoped they would be in the
future. In mid-September 2011, Wharton's spokesperson in City Hall said that the Mayor
commissioned a traffic study by a third party firm to see how bicycle lanes would affect
car traffic on Madison Avenue (Bailey, Jr., 2011f). With the decision apparently moving
to private meeting channels, bicycle lane proponents generated new strategic actions in
the coming weeks that include an online petition and a “rally for great streets.”
The bicycle lane proponents also are spurred by a tragedy. Chris Davidson, a
Midtown resident and bicyclist, was struck by a motor vehicle in the early hours of
August 12 at the intersection of Cooper and Madison next to Overton Square. He pedaled
to his girlfriend's home and, after telling her not to call an ambulance because he felt he
would not survive very much longer, died (Boozer, 2011a). According to one eyewitness
account, Davidson had been hit and became angry with those who hit him, but left the
scene riding his bicycle without any obvious impairment (Callahan, 2011). At the time of
this writing, the occupant(s) of the vehicle that hit Davidson have not been located or
come forward; it is also in question whether there is enough evidence to charge the driver
with any sort of crime.
This unfortunate event encouraged action by friends and family of Davidson and
by bicycle culture proponents in Memphis. A memorial website for Davidson included a
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link, for instance, to an online petition (see below) to install bicycle lanes on Madison
Avenue (“In Memory Of Chris Davidson,” 2011). Also, two “ghost bicycles” were
created by two bicycle lane proponents who did not personally know Davidson, but were
inspired by the tragic event to take action to prevent further injuries and increase safety
for bicycles in Memphis (Boozer, 2011b; Caldwell, 2011b). These ghost bicycles, which
are employed under similar circumstances in other cities, are real bicycles that are painted
completely white and chained in a particular location as an artistic action intended to
commemorate a lost bicycle rider. It also intends to remind motorists of the safety
hazards for cyclists. One ghost bicycle was placed next to Overton Square near where
Davidson was hit; the other was placed next to the Hi Tone Café, the destination a few
blocks from Madison from where Davidson had departed. These powerful symbols are
actions undertaken by bicycle lane proponents to communicate to the public their
concerns about safety especially in the light of the death of one of their own.
A hugely important strategic action taken in these final stages was an online
petition created by a concerned Midtown resident, Les Edwards, who wanted to better
enunciate the level of support for bicycle lanes. The petition garnered 1,301 signatures
after its creation in early August. After a surge in its popularity saw the number of
signatures top 1,100 signers, Edwards (2011) wrote an opinion piece in the Memphis
Flyer about why he started the petition. At a neighborhood event, Edwards wondered
about who the people were who were sending petitions created by businesses to the
Mayor's office. This was because he had not met any non-businessperson who was
opposed to the bicycle lanes. This led him to start the petition to see if the prowess of
bicycle lane proponents could be better measured in real numbers. The petition site noted
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that the petition was addressed to business owners to let them know that they appreciated
their business--“we value and patronize the independent business owners on Madison
Avenue” the second sentence read in bold, underlined font—and to send a message to the
Mayor about the level of popularity for dedicated bicycle lanes on Madison (“Yes To
Dedicated Bike Lanes on Madison Avenue,” 2011). Because of internet connectivity
created by avenues like Facebook, which allow user-posted links to websites to be
available to a wide number of users and e-mail forwarding, the petition blossomed. In
fact, according to the petition site, the link was “recommended” on Facebook 563 times.
Additionally, as of October 2011, 228 people had “liked” a Facebook page dedicated to
the petition.
Edwards expressed worry that the petition site he chose to host the petition on
allows comments alongside signatures because he was apprehensive that comments
would draw the sort of incendiary comments that had been posted on Eric Vernon's op-ed
in the Memphis Flyer a month earlier (Bailey, Jr., 2011g; Edwards, 2011). However, these
optional comments were overwhelmingly positive and are worth examining as a critical
set of data. I examined the comments (N=521, 40% of the total petition signatories) and
coded them into four thematic categories concerning what ideas were most important to
the person leaving the comment. Some commenters used rhetoric indicative of multiple
categories, but each has been coded into the category they emphasized the most. The four
categories are: 1) convincing business owners of the efficacy of bicycle lanes (N=259), 2)
bettering bicycle culture and safety worries (N=106), 3) having an orientation to wanting
to better Memphis generally (N=84), and 4) an “other” category (N=72). The other
category is largely comprised of short comments (e.g. “please” or “I think bicycle lanes
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are a fabulous idea!”) and, when computing total percentages, are included as missing
values as they do not directly convey a strategic orientation.9 I allow for a general
discussion of the petition responses and an extra analysis here of the typology of
responses because of the petition's popular traction at such a late stage.
First, I analyze some basic and interesting trends about the comments. The
comments themselves are of varying lengths, ranging from just one word to 368 words.
One of the words mentioned most in the comments was “Midtown” or “Midtowners,”
which are mentioned a combined total of 117 times. This comes as little surprise given
that the locale in question is in the heart of the Memphis Midtown area, but it is worth
noting the amount of local orientation. The idea of family is a theme: there are 20
references to families, for example, including the use of the word “family” sixteen times.
The idea of commuting by bicycle with one’s family is mentioned relatively frequently
because Madison Avenue is considered to be a potential destination for leisure rides.
Assorted quality of life measures are seen throughout, including that phrase itself,
“quality of life,” evidenced eleven times and “livable” eight times. Along these same
lines, “pedestrian” or “pedestrian-friendly” is mentioned in 29 different comments.
Quality of life, too, in a similar vein to families, is a significant part of the discourse as
well, owing to the emphasis on using Madison Avenue as a practical, local place and, as

9

However, some of the comments coded as “other” are peculiar and worth noting. One person, who
identifies themselves as “Muck Sticky,” a Memphis rapper, writes “cuz I'm hotter than a habanero, slicker
than a waterslide, cruising down Madison lanes, bumping on your funky bike ride.” Additionally, three
likely false, but famous petition signers—I have not attempted to independently verify any signatory as
who they claim to be—include native son Justin Timberlake, Will Ferrell and Memphian and director Craig
Brewer. It is worth noting that Ferrell's and Brewer's comments are both serious (Timberlake's is clearly a
joke) and that Ferrell may very well be a person by the same name while Brewer may possibly be Brewer.
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we saw with the “Midtown” identifications, a place with a specific set of meanings
(Paulsen, 2004).
The most prominent theme in the comments on the petition is directed toward the
business owners opposed to the bicycle lanes. Nearly half of the total comments (49.7%)
and a majority of the valid comments (57.7%) are coded in this category. These
comments stress their belief that the construction of bicycle lanes would help businesses.
They were overwhelmingly positive, a change from the comments seen in the response to
the Vernon article in the Memphis Flyer. They focused on accessing the corridor more
easily. Many note that they would visit the businesses more often than they do now if the
street had bicycle lanes. A representative comment of this comes from a supporter of
bicycle lanes who wrote that “Madison Ave rules! Bike lanes will create a stronger sense
of place and will HELP both people and businesses” (caps in original). This concept of
both sides benefiting is further evidenced in the comments specifically using the
discursive tool of “winning;” in its various forms, the word “win” or a derivative of it
was used 18 times.
Though many touched on general concepts like helping businesses or simply
relating their cheery disposition toward businesses--“We love the businesses and
restaurants on Madison and Cooper,” says one commenter--there are some other trends
that can be drawn out. Many, for instance, mention specific terms of how they consume
Madison Avenue. The word “shop” in its various forms is the most popular of these and
garners 48 different mentions. “Play” and “eat” are mentioned ten times each. In a direct
nod about purchasing power, the word “spend” is used 23 times. These
consumers/commenters are looking for a “destination” (mentioned 25 times), something
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that could include a revitalization of Overton Square (mentioned nine times) or a locale
similar to a bicycle lane installment on Broad Avenue (mentioned four times). These
types of comments emphasize the longstanding tradition of Madison Avenue that
describes it symbolically as a place that is meant for consumption/entertainment and,
when coupled with the “Midtown” lens seen in so many comments, shows that this “eat,”
“shop” and “play” focus is predominantly local.
About a dozen commenters in this category (totaling 4.6% of those coded in this
category) are negative and wrote that they did not want to support businesses who are
against the bicycle lanes. “I will absolutely support those businesses that are bike
friendly,” one commenter wrote, “and will never support those that are not.” Finally,
some who identify themselves as business owners took to the comments to support the
bicycle lanes. “You've won me over!” writes one of them, “I own Shangri-La Records on
Madison and we LOVE the bike lanes idea! Cyclists of all kinds are welcome here!”
Bicycle lane proponents wrote in large numbers in the comments section of this survey to
stress their appreciation for businesses through generally positive signifiers of support.
Many wrote that they would increase their consumption of the area. Their concerns were
part of an action that changes the nature of the discourse and emphasized a positive
outlook centering on a revitalized Madison Avenue.
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Figure 8. “A Business Opposed.” Krosstown Kleaners, a dry cleaners business opposed to
bicycle lanes and not particularly well-suited to gaining business by bicycle, is an
example of a business that bicycle lane proponents sought to reassure. (Picture taken by
author July 2011).
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Another theme highlighted bicycles: primarily, making cycling a safer activity and
improving Memphis’s bicycle culture. Safety was a huge concern and it was mentioned in
more than a fifth of the total comments in the survey (N=93), though it was mentioned as
a secondary factor by some and therefore coded in a different category. Many of these
comments about safety were personalized, using pronouns such as “I” or “we.” Some told
short narratives about their desired bicycle route including its current dangers and even
noted that they had been struck by vehicles. Most of the survey responses (approximately
950) were completed before the death of cyclist Chris Davidson, who was hit in the early
morning hours of August 12th. After his death, some commenters (N=10) specifically
mentioned Davidson and many were emotional in their support for bicycle lanes after the
loss. Some suggest that the bicycle lanes, if installed, should be called “Chris Davidson
Memorial Lane.” Bicycling lane proponents noted the integral importance of safety in
their comments and use personal notes—pointing to the importance of local, practical
understandings of place--to illustrate why it is important, including noting the recent
death of a cyclist who was hit on the corridor.
There were a significant number of comments that concern connectedness to other
bicycle infrastructure and draw on the promise that these other projects display. Eighteen
total comments, for instance, mention the Shelby Farms Greenline or other greenway
projects. Six comments used the word “connect” and four used the word “network” or
“net work.” These statistics, though small in number, do show that the related SAF of
other successful greenway efforts does translate in this case because of its proximate
relation to the Madison Avenue SAF. This also shows the importance of integration of a
challenger faction in a SAF to other SAFs. This helps the challengers maintain or achieve
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stability and gain strength. Also, there is the indirect factor that increased bicycle
infrastructure galvanizes bicycle enthusiasts whether they directly mention other
bicycling infrastructure or not. These bicycle lane proponents articulated the positive
potential of bicycle infrastructure by relating their positive responses to other greenway
projects, such as the Shelby Farms Greenline.
The final theme was bettering Memphis. The discursive viewpoint of these
commenters focused on Memphis as a place mired in problematic circumstances that
need to be raised up through progressive measures such as installing bicycle lanes. Of the
three categories, this theme exhibits the highest percentage of negative responses (9.5%);
several other comments mention negative aspects without a negative tone. Also, these
comments tended to be longer and more substantive than other themes. One of the
negative aspects discussed is health, which garners mentions in 29 different comments in
the petition. 10 They usually typified Memphis and the region as an unhealthy place. As
one commenter puts it, “Pedestrians give a city so much more energy, and with Tennessee
being one of the fattest states in the U.S. we need to encourage people to get out and
leave there cars at home!” A second and very intriguing sub-theme in this category
references time. Thirteen comments, a majority of them with a negative tone, wrote about
how Memphis is stuck in past, referencing the word “century” (N=9; e.g. “21st century”
or “Welcome to the century Memphis”), the word “backwards” (N=2) or the need for
Memphis “to move into the present” (N=1). The final comment was interesting in that it
included a reference to the “dark ages.” The commenter wrote that “plans such as this as

10

Health includes a number of signifiers. Other than these 29 total comments, “exercise” is
mentioned ten times, “walkable” four times, “recreation” three times, “fat” three times, and “obese” once.
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described, as a part of a Memphis-wide Bike Lane Network, will be another major part of
further lifting Memphis out the 'Dark Ages' and into its someday deserved 'status of an
Up-To-Date, User Friendly, City of Excellence.'” By distancing Memphis from other
cities who are perceived to be in the “present,” these commenters dismiss the status quo
of Memphis and strive for change. They believe that bicycle lanes are part of a larger
fight to move Memphis, as seven different commenters put it, into “the twenty-first
century.” Finally, many petition signatories see this movement as “progressive” and
mention that word in twelve different comments. Clearly, bicycle lane proponents, even
at this late stage of discourse, acted strategically by making larger arguments about
Memphis and moving the city forward.
Beyond the petition's effort, bicycle lane proponents also began organizing
measures that included a “Rally for Great Streets.” This incorporated the terminology
inculcated by the Looney, Ricks, Kiss architects at the three summer public meetings,
while co-opting it for their own purposes. In early September, about sixty cyclists rode
approximately four miles from Overton Square on Madison Avenue along the proposed
corridor for the project and met several others for a rally at City Hall in downtown
Memphis. This rally gave proponents the opportunity to “deliver” the petition to Mayor
Wharton. Don Davidson, the father of Chris Davidson, attended the rally and spoke about
the need for safety on the street arguing that the back and forth of the debate had gone on
too long while lives were still at risk (Orozco, 2011). He brought with him a ghost
bicycle. This rally provided another public face for the bicycle lane proponents who
stress safety and the strength of their numbers, some 1,301 signatories on the petition, in
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their strategic actions in an effort to influence Mayor Wharton that bicycle lanes were not
only popular, but the right thing to do.
Business owners, meanwhile, turned to a new strategy. Some of the business
owners commissioned and paid for an independent polling agency to sample local voter's
opinions about the debate on Madison Avenue (Baker, 2011). The pollsters achieved a
sample size of 916 registered voters. However, the polling company did not make their
methodology or survey publicly available; news outlets reported results only. It is
difficult to determine whether the poll's wording was constructed in an unbiased way.
Some bicycle proponents objected to what they saw as a biased tone, noting on a
Facebook page associated with efforts to promote bicycle lanes on Madison that it was
“anti-bike propaganda” and that things were “getting ugly” (Yes To Dedicated Bicycle
Lanes for Madison Avenue, 2011). Some of the findings included that 63% of
respondents believed losing a lane of traffic to dedicated bicycle lanes would cause major
congestion problems and that 64% of the respondents believed that the street should
remain four lanes. Additionally, it found that 63% thought “the business owners and
workers on the street should make the decisions” (Baker, 2011). Finally, the poll’s result
cites that 60% of bicycle lane proponents supported the shared lane compromise.
This poll's influence is questionable given its curiously one-sided results in favor
of its financiers. However, this shows another example of a strategic action undertaken by
the business community opposed to bicycle lanes by employing a poll and proffering its
evidence. This is an example of a more traditional method of discourse: employing a
pollster in an effort to demonstrate that there is general support and, as possibly biasing
the survey to achieve desired results. This is one of the last events in the debate and this
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tactic, done without concert of bicycle lane proponents who ridiculed it on social media,
speaks to how polarized the factions had become.
The Decision: Wharton Makes a Move on Madison
On October 6th, 2011, Mayor A.C. Wharton won reelection to the post of the city
Mayor of Memphis, Tennessee, his first full term as Mayor; previously, he had won a
special election. Wharton triumphed with 65% of the vote over two other candidates
(Maki, 2011). And just five days later, after the months of debate and strategic actions,
Wharton announced that the 1.5 mile stretch of Madison Avenue would be repaved with
dedicated bicycle lanes. The plan was nearly identical to that of the “road diet.” It
retained existing on-street parking and kept some features such as a tree-ed median in the
Overton Square area. It included no new funds at that time for other street improvements
commensurate with conversations held at the summer public meetings about “great
streets.” It did note that such future enhancements would be looked at seriously (Meek,
2011). The final act on which Wharton had been waiting was a traffic study, which
indicated that traffic flows would not change dramatically from current arrangements
(Dries, 2011e). The repaving was to take place immediately.
Predictably, this was not the end of the discussion. Some city council members,
led by Janis Fullilove announced their opposition to the bicycle lanes and stated their
intention to hold a vote on the matter. Fullilove, who had just won reelection as well, may
have been angry at Wharton for endorsing one of her opponents in the recent election
despite the fact that they were both Democrats. Indeed, two weeks earlier she had
pledged to be a “thorn” in Wharton's side (McCowan, 2011). Directly complicating
Fullilove's opposition were two factors. First, by the time the city council discussed the
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project on October 18th—a week after the decision by Wharton—the street had already
been “milled.” The repaving had already begun, though the re-striping would be a final
step that had not yet been reached. Second, there were legal peculiarities to the council's
involvement in the matter. A letter sent from a city attorney, Allan Wade, outlined that the
decision had been placed in the Mayor's hands by Council decision for the 55 miles of
bicycle lanes in 2010 and that the Council had no authority to change that policy, with the
exception of refusing the stimulus grant from which it came, thereby not paving Madison
at all (Wade, 2011). It was then supposed that, because Madison Avenue was already
under construction, that the city would have to reimburse the federal government for what
it had already disbursed in the project. Moreover, that would leave the project at a
standstill, the road having been milled and left with treacherous grooves and no
immediate funding source to do anything about it. With this second predicament,
opposition to the bicycle lanes became framed with the legal challenge of paving or not
paving Madison at all, which left the Council with very little ability to make a tangible
difference.
Had enough Council members thought twice about the bicycle lanes on Madison
Avenue, a strong turnout at the relevant City Council meetings by bicycle lane
proponents might have been enough to dissuade their opposition. With the relatively late
notice that any Council member would protest the project directly during Council
proceedings, Facebook pages in favor of the bicycle lanes were galvanized in an effort to
bring out a number of people to show their support at the meetings themselves (“Yes to
Dedicated Bike Lanes,” 2011). A standing-room only crowd, which did include many
opposed to the bicycle lanes, filled the room and even laughed at one point when
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Fullilove gave a lower-than-expected figure of the number of cyclists in the city (Dries,
2011e). When it came time to potentially push for a vote to change it, Fullilove declined
to do so, citing later that she did not have the votes (Dries, 2011f). Bicycle lane
proponents had finally won the battle over bicycle lanes on Madison Avenue. The street
was repaved with dedicated bicycle lanes by the end of November 2011. A business
owner who had been opposed to the bicycle lanes even created a website,
bikemadisonavenue.com, as a way of trying to promote the new bicycle lanes and keep
business levels up (Bailey, Jr., 2011h; Bike Madison Avenue, 2011).
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9. Discussion and Implications
The theoretical orientation of this study aims to better understand how change is
achieved in localized urban contexts. Any shifts have implications for who holds power
in cities, how they exercise that power and what it means for the city on the whole. On a
1.5 mile stretch of Madison Avenue in 2011, a debate was held over several months to
determine whether dedicated bicycle lanes would be installed on the corridor, which
implemented a “road diet” that lessened the number of vehicular traffic lanes. As I have
shown, two competing factions, bicycle lane proponents and business owners in
opposition to bicycle lanes, took strategic actions within this strategic action field in an
effort to gain their desired outcomes. In this highly competitive SAF, the challenger
faction, the bicycle lane proponents, is able to maneuver successfully for the installation
of the bicycle lanes. Implications of this shift include noting the efficacy of different
strategic actions.
The strategic actions of the businesses opposed to bicycle lanes and the bicycle
lane proponents differ. The effectiveness of their respective strategic actions therefore
also differs and has much to do with the “innovative action” necessary in an SAF for a
challenger faction to emerge with their goals realized. I identify three strategic actions for
each faction and discuss the implications of them considered collectively. Incumbent
business owners opposed to bicycle lanes tried to use their resource advantage and the
legitimacy of their local status to control and shape the debate. Three key strategic actions
by the local businesses are using the power of the pen, holding press conferences and
initiating polls. First, business owners use the power of the pen by writing several pieces
in local newspapers, prominently including a Huey's owner letter to the editor to the
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Commercial Appeal and Bar-B-Q Shop owner Eric Vernon's op-ed in the Memphis Flyer.
This is a traditional strategic action employed to emphasize that the business owners are
cognizant of compromise about bicycle lanes and is an attempt to curry public favor in
these well-read forums. Second, multiple press conferences were held by some business
owners on the street and some of the owners also were regularly available for comment
about the bicycle lanes throughout the whole process. Being engaged with the media in
this way was an action taken to discursively emphasize repeatedly that they are victims of
overreaching bicycling policies that ignore contexts on the ground. Third, the business
owners also employed a poll purported to be representative of local residents. This poll,
which may have used subjective language in favor of retaining four lanes of traffic on
Madison, shows that Madison business owners attempted to define public opinion
through their own research collection efforts.
The challengers used performative strategies as oppose to the business owners’
more conventional strategies. The three key strategic actions by the bicycle lane
proponents are exercising people power with numbers, utilizing technology and co-opting
structural components. First, bicycle lane proponents overwhelmed the business owners
opposed to bicycle lanes through sheer numbers at multiple instances. This occurs in both
physical and virtual spaces. They had strong attendance at public forums, such as the
summer public meetings and the final city commission meeting. They also held rallies
and rides to support bicycle lanes, such as a ride to downtown with the “Rally for Great
Streets” and the bike lane buy-in days in Spring 2011. On the internet, they signed a
petition en mass, collecting 1,301 signatures in favor of bicycle lanes. This use of
technology is a second integral strategic action. The ease of petition signing because it
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was online, for instance, gives a critical boost to the bicycle lane proponents that earned
their movement credibility as one with strength in numbers. They also created multiple
websites both on and off social media with information to support their side. Finally, the
bicycle lane proponents had momentum coming from successes in other SAFs that helped
to create a position in the city government, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator. It also
helped to motivate the Mayor to see bicycle infrastructure as a winning issue. This
background co-opted the government advocates by mediating the discourse in such a way
that made bicycling infrastructure a positive factor of any urban equation.
While the strategic actions by the business owners have some merit, they are not
as collectively effective as those of the bicycle lane proponents. Bicycle lane proponents
could mostly counter the power of the pen by opposed business owners with their own
pens. This causes the business owner's strategic action to be largely canceled out by the
bicycle lane proponents. Also, in the late stages of the process, the business owners held
press conferences and conducted polls. At the same time, bicycle lane proponents were
accumulating huge numbers of petition signatures and delivering their message to power
brokers in City Hall. In doing so, they actually gained more media exposure, thus
providing an advantage for the bicycle lane proponents in the discourse. Finally, this
leaves two advantages of the bicycle lane proponents, people power via strength of
numbers and an effective online presence, largely unchecked by strategic actions taken by
business owners opposed to bicycle lanes. Business owners could not produce the same
kind of physical or virtual numbers of supporters nor did they create any kind of online
front whatsoever. Finally, the growth machine advocates co-opted by the bicycle lane
proponents, such as Mayor Wharton and the Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordinator
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Wagenschutz, exercised greater power in this SAF than those attracted by the business
owners, such as City Council Member Fullilove. Discursive advantages favor the bicycle
lane proponents because they effectively counter business owners’ actions and create
several lines of action that exceed the scope and power of those exercised by the business
owners opposed to bicycle lanes.

Figure 9. A Not-So-Hopping Patio. An empty patio, part of the former location of the
Chicago Pizza Company on Madison. Bicycle lane proponents and businesses alike
would like to see this space revitalized. (Picture taken by author July 2011).

The challenger faction, represented by the bicycle lane proponents, gains greater
control of power relations in the Madison Avenue SAF and therefore changes the physical
structure of that corridor with the addition of bicycle lanes. The important implication of
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this is twofold and interrelated. First, traditionally out-of-the-power factions, such as
those who favor alternative methods of transportation like bicycles, do have the power to
change the discourse and co-opt growth machine advocates to see to their goals. Second,
they can build on successes where they have previously accomplished similar feats—
these are the positive ramifications of successes in proximate SAFs. They can directly
contribute to structural changes, such as the composition of government or the physical
structures of a city, which in turn affect new changes elsewhere.
Finally, the city of Memphis is branded globally and locally as a place of
problems, one discursively held back from, as petition commenters put it, “the twentyfirst century.” In popular discourse, these bicycle lanes are a positive step forward, the
kind of changes to the city that can engender new and better conceptualizations about
Memphis. These changes are still deeply colored by tradition and a construction of place
that branded Madison symbolically as a place of entertainment and as a street with
practical, everyday use. Local concerns about quality of life changed thanks to the
popular exercise of power by bicycle lane proponents in this instance. Global concerns
about Memphis are alleviated by the active engagement with green infrastructure that can
attract and keep creative class workers and generally better national recognitions of
Memphis. Successfully completing these projects injects energy into social change in the
city of Memphis.
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